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Council Report

Of all of the good reasons for joining a club, one of the best is being with
other Aeromodellers who share the same enthusiasms. Sure, is great
to have a ﬁeld and a nice clubhouse but being able to share and learn
from others is a big part of the motivation. We depend upon numbers of
people to form clubs and keep them healthy. So it is strange to learn
that newcomers get turned away either deliberately or by cliquishness.
Even stranger to see that some clubs actually have rules to make
some of their members second class citizens. The MFNZ philosophy
is that as a member, you will be welcomed in any club in the country.
You have primary membership through the club that manages your
MFNZ subscription and may visit or join as many other clubs as you
wish. Most clubs suggest that if you are a regular visitor you should
join the club to enjoy the facilities. For want of a better word, we refer to
members who join a second club as “Associates”. Paying the same
club fee as primary members, they are entitled to exactly the same
rights and privileges. It would be immoral to charge them the same fee

AGM

Notice

and give them less for their money. Still more so to actually charge
more than primary members for doing less work to look after their
interests.
As our partners remind us, we take part in this hobby for enjoyment. If
you go home from the club grumpy or send someone else home
unhappy, that’s not the right result.
Thanks to all of you who responded to the request for how many
models you own. We had almost 200 replies and the average comes
out at 20.85 models per member.
At the Nationals, we did a survey of what Mode do you ﬂy and what type
of radio do you use. Here are the results:
Mode 1 49%
JR
29%
Mode 2 51%
Spectrum
22%
Mode 4 one person
FrSky
27%
Futaba
15%
Others
7%

The AGM will be held on Saturday 4 July in the Miramar Golf club
conference room situated at Wellington Airport.

External Aﬀairs

Since the last issue of the magazine, we have had the Christmas break
and progress appears to have ground to a halt in Wellington.
Particularly so, as two of the three staﬀ in the Ministry of Transport that
featured in our previous report have now been moved to other jobs.
Not so overseas. In the UK, they have implemented their registration
scheme. You can get a Flyer id by doing their on-line twenty question
test. Try it for free! To be registered to ﬂy in UK, you need your BMFA
wings and to part with $18 which you can do through your BMFA
membership fee.
In the USA, they have published proposed rules for remote
identiﬁcation. This is a 319 page document which essentially says
every drone must broadcast on the internet the location and personal
details of each and every unmanned aircraft. If you operate a model
aeroplane from a registered site, you can be exempted but registering
sites is a one-time only opportunity as they foresee aeromodelling
dying out. Furthermore, they think that we all own just one model
which is factory built and has a very short operating life. There is some
response building with strong opposition to the new rules coming from
EAA, Dji and the Aircraft owners and Pilots Association (AOPA).
However, when the government puts out a consultation document and
only 3% of the membership respond to a new law which will wipe out
the hobby as we know it, you have to wonder. There are a few more
weeks to respond but the outcome in USA will be aﬀected by just how
many people care enough to actually make their voice heard.
The “Drone saga” is unrolling in several ways here in New Zealand.
Parts of Government are very excited that big drones carrying
passengers and freight are the future. Although it is promised to be just
round the corner, sceptics have told me that Flying Cars featured in
Practical Mechanics in 1954 and last year was when they predicted we
would see ﬂying cop cars in Blade Runner. However, you can’t stop the
future and therein lies danger, as the tiny bit of airspace that we use, is
becoming valuable to the parcel deliverers and others. Faced with the
prospect of mega revenue as opposed to the nothing that we pay, it is
easy to see how our needs might be sacriﬁced. The reality is, that
policy and future law is being made by oﬃcials going oﬀ to international
conferences and following the global pack. And what is coming out of
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Europe, UK, USA and Australia is not pleasant. About the only beacon
is what the Canadians are doing with regard to integrating model
aircraft and drones into airspace use.
A disturbing development is that, in USA and UK, a small number of
individuals are seeing their Associations struggle to change the
Governments mind and are venting their anger against the Association
rather than the Government and turning against them on social media.
If you read this column regularly, you will know that lack of a
breakthrough is not through lack of eﬀort on our part. While an
individual may choose to tear up his membership card and defy the
law, the National body simply can’t do that. If we did, large models,
ﬂying anywhere near aerodromes and NOTAMs for ﬂying over 400ft
would be history.
So what are the “several ways”? Airways, which is a state owned
enterprise, is promoting an air traﬃc management system that would
require all unmanned ﬂights to be logged on a National control system,
at a cost. The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment is
trying to establish restricted areas that would oﬀer developers from
around the world exclusive use of sections of the country’s airspace.
The Ministry of Transport is working on compulsory registration and
testing of all unmanned aircraft and pilots. And the CAA? Are basically
sitting back until the other departments decide what is going to happen
and then going to enforce the new rules.
Our consistent position is that we have an excellent safety history and
actually take up very little space. There is no need to carve up the sky
into exclusive boxes for the beneﬁt of particular sectors. Sweeping
changes are made when rule makers don’t take the time to see the
detail. To perform safely, these prospective drone technologies need to
integrate with what we have now, both in the air and on the ground.

Jonathan Shorer
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Tool boards; I never realised how useful they can be until I
decided to start developing one in my shed. You can ﬁnd what you
want, hang up things you don’t need/use, maximise shed space,
continuously update them to suit your ever increasing tool
inventory – in theory.
However, if you are anything like me, you don’t always return tools
immediately to their respective position on the board, and often leave
them on the bench until the ‘clutter’ becomes so bad several projects
down the line, a mandatory major tidy-up is required – just in time to
start the whole process again! Those who are into making stuﬀ (like
me) are often inherently messy with their tool usage, because they
want to get on with the job and not spend all their time making the
surrounding workspace spick and span.

This project is not trying to cater for covering and ﬁnishing, as these
operations require anti-social (!?!) ‘smelly-stuﬀ’, hence they are better
left for the shed.
Rather than give a deﬁnitive plan to follow, I thought I would give the
approximate dimensions of the bench top tool board/caddy I came up
with. Together with some photographs, these should be enough of a
guide to get you started if you fancy making one, as I am sure that
everyone’s requirements in terms of size/shape/tool capacity etc will
be diﬀerent.

And nothing could be more true than this with respect to my three
modelling/project workbenches;
This tool board/caddy project is a response to my realisation that
despite attempting to conﬁne my model building activities to the shed
and the ‘dog-room’, (not a euphemism – our springer spaniels sleep
there also), I was steadily creeping my way back into old habits; the
kitchen bench-top is perfectly ﬂat and large, perfect for ‘kitting’ of parts,
laying out plans, framing up fuselages/wing panels etc, all much to the
annoyance of my beloved wife.
Don’t get me wrong, wifey is extremely supportive of my hobby; she
has her own creative/craft interests (sewing/quilting/knitting of soft
toys - should ‘shopping’ be in there..?) and when we’re not gardening
together, we often ﬁnd both of ourselves on rainy weekend days
sharing the kitchen-living area doing our respective thing while
watching ﬁlms.
What annoys her (and even occasionally has started to frustrate me) is
the constant to-ing and fro-ing from the other modelling areas to
retrieve tools, materials etc, followed by the inevitable leaving of most
of it out overnight (and sometimes days!) while glue dries and I can’t be
bothered making the several necessary trips to return said tools to their
original storage position.
A contributing factor to this design was a hastily thrown together
modelling tool board in the dog-room which had started to show some
inadequacies. The building bench there was increasingly cluttered,
often with tools themselves or other projects I was halfway through,
making me think I must ‘do better’ in terms of organisation and mobility.
Most of what I do on the kitchen bench/dining table is related to ‘ﬁtting
out’ with radio gear/making up push-rods etc, and balsa bashing, i.e.
building up the airframes, cutting out parts, a little shaping, then gluing
over plans. Even the basic tasks in the building process require a
surprising number of diﬀerent tools and drawing/measuring
equipment, too much to carry in a couple of handfuls. It also made
sense that the design solution would have a relatively small footprint so
it could be stashed on the dog-room bench, eﬀectively re-allocating
certain items from the existing board and therefore making room for
others on that bench tool board itself.
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Mine was built from some spare (scrap!) 12mm indoor ply I had left
over from another project.
The main tool-board/carry handle piece measures 16 x 12 inches (x
25.4 to convert to mm)
The base is 13 x 9 ins (allowing for wood thickness) and the front/back
walls were 1.5 ins, with the sides triangulated to a height of 3 or 4
inches where they join the tool board for better re-inforcement. All
pieces were cut out with a jigsaw and the edges cleaned up with 100
grit sandpaper/emery cloth.
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I tend to ‘over-engineer’ my ply-projects; I like to screw them together
ﬁrst, ensuring a satisfactory ﬁt, before taking apart and liberally
applying PVA to all the joints before ﬁnally screwing back together and
wiping excess glue into the seams with a damp rag.
Sealing with a couple of coats of polyurethane varnish is a good idea to
prevent any coﬀee/tea/wine/whisky/anything else etc spills getting into
the wood.

The ﬁttings attached were a combination of cup hooks, recycled plastic
u-clamps from garden irrigation, and galvanised plumbing brackets of
various sizes I had lying around in my shed ‘stash’. The ledge is there
to support pencils/pens, modelling knives etc, but there is so much
scope to personalise one of these.
For any of you who have not yet delved into the dying art of scratchbuilding, or if you just fancy building your own version as a project to
suit other hobby requirements, this caddy is a great way to assemble
and store in one place your basic tools in an easily transported,
compact package. Mine is in constant use on our dining area table and
kitchen benchtop.
I hope someone reading this ﬁnds it as much use as I have, but please
don’t hold me responsible if your ‘other half’ complains about your
sudden increased usage of the kitchen table for ‘inappropriate
activities’!
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Choosing the Motor
Electric motors attempt to put out more torque and tend to spin larger
props at lower speeds than their glow equivalents. When model design
limits the maximum diameter of prop this is when getting the right Kv
version of the motor comes into play.
Some manufacturers try to make it easy by labelling their motors with
“Equivalent” size ratings. Look very carefully at their motor data as the
required Watts may only be achieved with a speciﬁc battery size
(number of cells) and 2-3 speciﬁc props sizes.
Have you ever wondered if there was an easy way to choose a power
system for your model? There is a lot of information available on the
net, in fact just so much its diﬃcult to know where to start. I have found
a very good article written by Lucien Miller from a company called
innov8tive designs that he presented as a blog. You can read the full
article here https://lucienmiller.wordpress.com/2016/08/10/what-sizemotor-do-i-need/
I have Lucien's permission to use some of the content for the magazine
so what follows is an attempt to assemble the information with
examples so the process is easier to follow.

Electric motors are essentially “constant speed” machines and will
attempt to spin at the same RPM regardless of the load. This is why
prop selection is so important for an electric power system as the prop
“pulls” the power out of the motor.
For example an electric motor rated at 40 glow equivalent running on 4
cells will need a 12x8 prop to pull 800 Watts because of the motors Kv
value (1000 rpm per volt). The equivalent glow motor would use a 10x6
prop which if used on the electric motor would make about 400 Watts.
At the other end of the spectrum if too large a prop is used the motor will
make a lot more power but will pull excessive current doing it.
Unfortunately you may think all is well, however the motor is slowly
being cooked to death. This why it is so important use a Watt-meter and
measure the actual current draw and make sure that the motor and
ESC ratings are not being exceeded.

Overview
There are two approaches that can be used to determine the size
motor you may require for your next project.
(1) An IC engine is recommended for the model so a “Glow to
electric” conversion is required.
(2) The model type is determined and the all up ﬂying weight and
speed etc is known. This is known as the “watts per pound”
method.

If you have managed to read this article so far you probably asking
yourself “so how do I then choose the right motor” To explain the
method we will use an example and choose a motor, prop, ESC and
battery size for a model.

Glow to electric Conversion
As a rule of thumb a decent ball-bearing ABC type 2-stroke glow
engine is equivalent to 2000 Watts for every cubic inch of
displacement. Four-stroke motors require 1500 Watts for every cubic
inch. Here are some examples in the table below

An Example
We have chosen a Sport model weighing 5 pounds that was originally
designed to have a 35-40 Glow engine. We have a ground clearance
that limits the prop diameter to 11 inches and we would like to ﬂy fast
aerobatics ( we choose it to be a pattern model type)

Cubic Inch 2-stroke
0.25
0.45
0.5
0.6
0.9
Cubic Inch 4-stroke
0.45
0.6

Input Watts equivalent
500W
900W
1000W
1200W
1800W
675W
900W

Model Type and Weight Method
Type
Characteristics
Motor Glider
Gliders with motor assist
to get to ﬂying altitude.
Low wing loading
Trainers
Moderate wing loading.
High lift ﬂat bottom
airfoils. Spends most
time ﬂying at half throttle
Sport Models
More advanced
aerobatic models

Pattern &
Warbirds

3-D Aerobatic

Pylon Racer
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Though diﬀerent classes
both have similar power
requirements. Pattern
ships need power for
clean up-lines and
speed through large
loops. Warbirds have
higher wing loadings
especially with retracts
Fly with a 2:1 thrust to
weight ratio. Can prop
hang at 50% throttle
Going fast requires lots
of power. Races are
short duration so only
enough battery capacity
is provided for the race.

Watts per Pound
50-60 Watts per pound.
A 2 pound glider needs
about 100-120 Watts
70-80 Watts per pound.
A Great Planes PT-40
needs around 400
Watts
100-120 Watts per
pound. A 6 pound Ugly
Stick with a .45 ABC
Glow needs around
700 Watts
140-16 0 Watts per
pound. An 8 pound
plane with 60 size
engine requires 1120 1280 Watts

Using “2000 Watts per cubic inch” we require 700—800 Watts of power
and using “watts per pound” we also get 700-800 Watts. Lets choose a
motor to meet 750 Watts. Before we can begin to choose the motor we
need to determine what operating voltage (number of cells) we require
the battery pack to be.
Remember from physics somewhere in the dim past thatWATTS = VOLTS X AMPS
If we were to use a 3 cell battery which provides 11.1 Volts under load
then we would draw 67.6 Amps A 4 cell battery provides 14.8 Volts and
we would draw 50.7 Amps. When sizing batteries it is good to keep the
current to voltage ratio between 3 and 5 to give a good power system
eﬃciency.
No Cells
3
4

Volts
11.1
14.8

Watts
750
750

Amps
67.6
50.7

Ratio
6.09
3.42

We will choose a 4 cell battery.
This is where the lack of really good motor performance information
from many suppliers becomes a problem. For our example I will use
the published data available from innov8tive design for their range of
Cobra motors (used with permission).
Choose a motor with a maximum current rating 10 to 20% higher than
you actually need. For our example we have chosen a motor with a
60Amp rating and a Kv value that will give us 750 Watts input power
operating with a 11 inch prop.
The actual measured test data for the Cobra C3520/10 980Kv is
shown below:

200-220 Watts per
pound. Similar to a 3
pound Sport model with
a hot 45 Glow motor
250 Watts per pound
and upwards.

Cobra C3520/10 Motor Propeller Data
Motor Wind
10-turn Delta

Motor Kv
980 RPM/Volt

Outside Diameter
43.0mm, 1.69in

Body Length
46.0mm, 1.81in

No-Load Current Motor Resistance I Max P Max(4S)
lo=1.84 Amps @ 14v Rm=0.025 Ohms 60 Amps 890 W
Total Shaft Length
68.0mm, 2.68in

Shaft Diameter
5.99mm, 0.197in

Motor Weight
210gm, 7.41oz
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Flying at 70% throttle you will be able to ﬂy twice as long as you can at
full throttle and ﬂying at 50% throttle 4 times longer than full throttle.
For the type of ﬂying in our example we will have a mixture of full and
partial throttle so we have chosen 66%. This means that the average
current draw is 66% of 52.4Amps = 34.6 Amps. To make calculations
easy we will say 35Amps.
Sizing the battery
Deﬁnition
C= Amp-Hour Capacity of the Battery
When a battery is discharged at 1C it takes 1 hour (60 minutes)
When a battery is discharged at 2C it takes 30 minutes
When a battery is discharged at 3C it takes 20 minutes

From the chart choosing a APC 11x7 prop gives us the right Input
power (775.5 Watts) We will draw 52.4 Amps from our 4 cell pack.
Determine the ESC size
This is relatively simple. Choose the current rating to be at least the
same as the motor maximum or larger. If the maximum current falls
between two rating always choose the higher rating. The ESC will
never force more current into the motor if a larger unit is used. It will
however operate cooler and more eﬃciently. Check that you have
selected an ESC that will operate with the number of cells you have
chosen. For our example the Cobra 60Amp ESC will operate with a
max of 6 cells so it will be ﬁne with 4 cells.
Understanding how the throttle percentage alters input power.
The power an electric motor produces is roughly the square of the
throttle percentage.
% Throttle
Calculated
Power Produced
100
100.00%
90
0.9 x 90
80.00%
70
0.7 x 70
50.00%
50
0.5 x50
25.00%

However a pack must NEVER be fully discharged. A good rule is to
never go lower than 20% capacity remaining.
Make the calculation for the discharge rate based on 80% of 60
minutes = 48 minutes.
If we want to have a 7 minute ﬂight time then the discharge rate is 48
7 = 6.85C
Pack capacity is Current Discharge rate
35 Amps 6.85 = 5.11 A/Hr (or 5110mAH)
We can choose a 5200mAH pack
Congratulations for making it thus far. In a possible future article we
could look at outputs from eCalc program to compare results for our
example and look at data from other motor suppliers.
Roger B

Friday Evening: 7.00-10.00pm
INDOOR FLYING AT TSB STADIUM
$10.00 Landing Fee

Saturday: Pilot Brieﬁng 10.00am
FLOATPLANES AT LAKE RATAPIKO
$10.00 Landing Fee BBQ Lunch
Catered dinner lakeside $10.00
Sunday: Pilot Brieﬁng 10.00am
SPORT FLYING AT RC STRIP
FERNDENE BBQ Lunch
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So, you’ve just spent the past few months or years in some cases, and
your new pride and joy is ready to take to the air. Or is it?
The maiden ﬂight can be quite daunting and there are several things
that should be checked over before hitting the gas and hoping for the
best.
Preparation, planning and patience are words that come to mind. I
have done a fair number of maiden/ test ﬂights and inspections and it is
very interesting what some people would be prepared to attempt to ﬂy.
It is important to get some competent person to check over the model
before making that ﬁrst ﬂight. If something is found to be suspect, then
best to ﬁx it ﬁrst before continuing. Don’t be in a rush. Yes, it may take
another week before you can get back to the strip, but better that than a
wrecked plane.

Some time ago I was asked to test ﬂy/trim a rebuilt aircraft, when I
checked it over, none of the control surfaces were neutral, no keepers
on any clevises, one clevis was so bent that it kept slipping out of the
servo arm and jamming. On another occasion when checking a model,
I pulled the cyano hinges clean out of the rudder. Clean being the
operative word. The incorrect glue had been used and had not wicked
down the hinge as it should have. These issues show that the builders
had not checked their models. Had either of these aircraft been ﬂown,
high chance that it would have ended in disaster.
Don’t leave it up to the inspector to ﬁnd something wrong, have a
thorough check yourself ﬁrst. I’d suggest using a checklist so you don’t
forget things. I’m sure there are plenty around and if you can’t ﬁnd one
let me know, Kapiti Aeromodellers’ Club have one that we usually use
for our Rallies, I’m happy to share it.
Some other things to think about:
•
Has the engine had at least one tank of fuel through it, (if it’s
not electric) and is it running reliably?
•
What’s your plan should the engine die just after take-oﬀ.
•
Do you have enough experience to manage an out of trim
aircraft? If not get one of the instructors to give you a hand.
•
Do you have somebody alongside to assist? (Preferably in
the same mode to help trim in case it’s too much of a handful to let go of
the sticks).
•
Are all batteries charged and checked?
•
Is the COG correct? Or close enough to give you a ﬁghting
chance.
•
Is the aircraft fully fuelled if it’s not electric?
•
Have you done a range check?
Most of the above is quite logical and easy but it’s amazing how much
of it gets missed. If you have any doubts about anything, ask for
assistance. It could save your plane.

Don Lynn

For more information
please contact
President, Mike Randell,
0274 486 003
president@aeroneers.com
or www.aeroneers.com
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DEAD STICK

Don Lynn

LANDINGS

I've always been interested in where certain sayings or expressions
originate. One of these sayings that I have always pondered is the
"dead stick". So, it was time to head oﬀ into the wild world of the
internet and do some research.
A couple of interpretations below. (I can’t remember exactly where I
found these so haven’t added any credits.)
It's a bit of a mystery how the aeronautical lexicon came to include
"deadstick." When the engine goes dead, the control stick remains
eﬀective. The word emerged from Britain's Royal Air Force during
World War I, so one guess is that in the era of wooden propellers, an
engine failure reduced the propeller's usefulness to that of a dead
stick.

It’s always good to have a test with the aircraft you are ﬂying. Reduce
the throttle to idle then practise a simulated landing. If it doesn't look
like it's going to work, then power up and try again. This will give you a
good idea of the aircraft's characteristics and may help when or if you
need to do it for real.
A couple of examples of real events below.
Both have been on the TV series "Air Crash Investigations" for those of
you that watch that.
Transat Flight 236 … Source Wikipedia... for full report see link below
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_Transat_Flight_236
An Airbus A330 Air Transat glided for 75 miles for 19 minutes with no
fuel. Landing safely. Incredible.

A dead-stick landing, is a type of forced landing when an aircraft loses
all of its propulsive power and is forced to land. The "stick" does not
refer to the ﬂight controls, which in most aircraft are either fully or
partially functional without engine power, but to the traditional wooden
propeller, which without power would just be a "dead stick".
Part of learning to ﬂy a radio-controlled aircraft is demonstrating the
ability to ﬂy safely, without engine power, and perform a landing.
Gliders, unless they have an auxiliary motor, do all their ﬂying without
power, and a trained pilot can touch down on virtually any spot he or
she picks from the air.
The success of the dead stick landing largely depends on where the
actual ﬂameout or loss of power occurred and the availability of
suitable landing areas. A competent pilot should be able to easily land
the aircraft without power. Once again depending where the engine
dies.
The instinct to stretch the glide by pulling the nose up will simply make
the aircraft sink faster. The other major mistake is attempting a low
altitude turn back to the strip should engine power be lost shortly after
take-oﬀ. This results in turning downwind, and with not much height or
airspeed, it never ends well. If the aircraft is a lightly loaded model with
a good glide ratio you may have a chance.

The Gimli Glider
Another example of some real-life gliding skills, this time in a Boeing
767.
Once again for a detailed report see the link below.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gimli_Glider

In the earlier years, engine reliability was poor, so pilots needed to
prepare for the likelihood that the engine would quit. Nothing much has
changed in the world of methanol engines which are still prone to
quitting.
Bugger, my engine has just died. What do I do now?
The “dead stick” landing is one of those things that doesn’t usually
happen often, but you need to be prepared for it when it does. A
simulated dead stick landing forms part of the Wings test so should be
taught to the student during their training phase.
It will usually happen at the most inconvenient moment, so you need to
make a quick decision and stick with it.
As mentioned earlier, the dead stick does not refer to the controls of the
aircraft, and unless you have had a catastrophic failure and lost power
to the entire aircraft you will still be able to operate the control surfaces.
If an aircraft loses power, a useful number to know is the aircraft's glide
ratio, the ratio of horizontal distance travelled to vertical distance
descended. If, say, a paper airplane travels 30 feet for every ﬁve feet it
falls. Its glide ratio, 30 divided by 5, is 6.
Modern glider: 70
Space shuttle during approach: 4.5
Hang glider: 15
Human body: 1
Boeing 767: 12
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So, if these guys can do it, we should be able to as well. You may not
always get back to the strip, however if you have practised some
simulated dead stick landings you will be more conﬁdent controlling the
plane as you try to ease it back home.
Remember. Don't try to stretch out the glide too much. If the aircraft
stalls it's all over. Keep the nose slightly down and gently trade height
for airspeed.
Happy landings
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Can I convince you to build and ﬂy one of these? There is information
available on the internet but this article will be limited to what I know
works.
If you have a modicum of understanding of electric systems and can
build a straight model then you are capable of building a good E-36.

36
Why You
Must Fly One!
Kevin Barnes

What do I need?
1. Model
2. Power train (motor, ESC, battery, prop)
3. Control system (timer, DT servo)
Models
Locally I have seen 4 designs that have proven themselves as good
designs (there will be plenty of others as well)
•
Pearl 202 – ﬂown by Rex Bain, A4 plans available from me or
Dave Ackery
•
Ku Tek – ﬂown by Dave Ackery, A4 plans available from me or
Dave Ackery
•
Blizzard – ﬂown by Ken Smith, plans from outerzone
https://outerzone.co.uk/plan_details.asp?ID=4349
or kits from https://hummingbirdmodelproducts.com/e36electric-ﬀ-power-models/blizzard-e36-by-john-osullivan
•
Joulebox which is the design I ﬂy. I have a fullsized plan that I
am happy to lend, otherwise go to
https://www.cbmodeldesigns.com/joulebox-mk-iii.htm This is
the website of Clint Brooks a top E36 ﬂyer in US who sells short
kits and also kits with all the components you need.
These are all good models.
Just pick one and start.

Author
Author
launching
launching
Joulebox
Joulebox

I was privileged to go the Free Flight World Championships at Lost Hills
California last October. As part of that there was a World Cup event that
included E36 and I was impressed by the performance and
competitiveness of these models, so much so that I now have one. I
am enjoying it so much that I would love others to try it.

David Ackery
with Ku Tek

E36 are small electric powered free ﬂight models. The rules are simple
Model
• Max wingspan 36 inch
• Minimum weight 120 grams
• Battery limited to 2 cell Lithium, or up to 6 cell Nickel
• All ﬂying surfaces are ﬁxed except for dethermaliser
Flying
• 3 Flights of 120 secs
• Maximum motor run 10 seconds
And that’s it!
My perception was that these were “grandmas” models …. boy was I
wrong. These are fast, competitive high performing models but they
are also straight forward to build. They have an electric model’s
advantages of cleanliness and ease of set-up. Their performance is
such that they can be ﬂown on smallish ﬁelds.
Small size and easy set-up means that I can ﬁt my E36 in the car pretty
much any time I am going to the ﬂying ﬁeld. There is something magic
about ﬂying a high performance model that you have built, watching it
transition from a “racing model” during the climb into a gentle glider. It
is peaceful watching an E36 gliding across the sky - even more
satisfying when you have built and prepared the model as well.
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Ken Smith
with Blizzard

There are a few things for any
of these that must be adhered
to have a good chance at
creating a good ﬂying model.
• All E-36’s need to be light,
straight and stiﬀ. The
minimum weight is 120
grams but realistically
most of these models
seem to come out at 150 –
170 grams. Lighter is
better but not at the cost of
stiﬀness.
• Tailbooms – all of these,
except the Blizzard use
carbon tailbooms. These
can be sourced from
many places but I am
using a 9mm arrow shaft
that is a bit heavy. The Ku
Tek uses a 5mm rod from
Hobby King - Dave
suggests it is only just stiﬀ
enough, and I think Rex
used a ﬁshing rod blank.
The Blizzard could be
modiﬁed to have a carbon
tail boom.
• Wing Warps. You must
build in wash-in (leading
edge up) on the right hand
main wing of all these
models. The plans
suggest 1.5mm to 3mm.
The faster the model the
less wash-in you need but
you must have some. I
would suggest starting
with 2mm. It is easy to add
washin with an additional
tab but diﬃcult to take it
out.
• Wing Covering: Again,
stiﬀness vs weight. Both
Rex and I use Polyspan
covering which is nice and
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•
•

•

•

•
•

stiﬀ but it is not super light. Dave uses Jap tissue over Mylar. I do
not like plastic ﬁlms for fast freeﬂight models as they do not add
much to the stiﬀness of the wing. Tail covering is not so crucial but
keeping it light is important. For this I use mylar but tissue or
lightweight ﬁlm would be acceptable.
Wing Top Spars: I used 1/8 sq spruce spars for the top of the main
panels with balsa for tips. This is where the main ﬂight loads and
the DT loads are carried and here is where strength trumps weight.
CG Position: This is really important, mainly so that you get the
decalage right. These models have CG at 65 – 80%. Set the CG to
the plan and if the CG is not on the plan set it to 70% of the chord. A
good way of achieving this is to build the model complete, except
for ﬁnal gluing of the pylon. Then move the pylon along the fuselage
to get the CG right before ﬁnal gluing.
Left Thrust on the Motor: All these
designs show left thrust. You need
this in the initial part of the climb
otherwise the model will turn to
strongly the right. The plans vary
but start with no less than 1 degree
and no more than 3 degrees.
Make sure that whatever motor
mount you use allows you to
adjust the thrustline easily.
The Tail Fin: This must be stiﬀ. I
cover with polyspan and use anti
warp strips. Dave has lightweight
ﬁberglass cloth at 45 degree to the
grain. If your ﬁn warps you will
never have a consistent model.
The wing must be keyed to the
fuselage – if it is not then your
model trim will be inconsistent
Some designs show a trim screw
on the tailplane – I really like and
recommend that this is
incorporated in your model this it
Left thrust on
helps with trimming later.
motor

Power Train
What we want is the highest power output at the lightest weight and
there are many diﬀerent options to achieve this. There is compromise
between motor, propeller, esc and battery as each aﬀects the others.
What I show here is what is being used in NZ.
Motors
I use a Cobra 2203/28 2800 kv. These are easily available from
Innov8tive Design in US. This is a speciﬁc E36 motor that many of the
US ﬂiers were using these at the world cup and so far for me it has
done everything expected ..................................................
https://innov8tivedesigns.com/parts/brushless-motors/cobra-c-220328-brushless-motor-kv-2800-e36-f1s There are many others
available but what you want is a motor of less than 24 grams weight
and around 2400 – 2800 kv. The Emax 2205 series are also reputed to
be good but I have no experience of these. If you end up with a diﬀerent
Kv range you will need diﬀerent props.
ESCs
Any good Esc of 10 – 20 amp range will be ﬁne. Mine is a Hobby Wing
Skywalker 12 purchased locally.
These need to be set up with propeller brake “On” i.e propeller stopped
when power supply stops, and voltage cut-out set to as low as
possible. The latter helps avoid unwanted cut-outs through low voltage
for if the motor cuts early generally that is a problem.
Propellors
Propeller selection is related to the battery and motor you have
chosen. For what we need there are three choices. The APC 7x4e,
the APC 7x5e and the Graupner 7.5x4 folding prop. There may be
better/diﬀerent choices but for the system being described these are
good starting points.
There are advantages and disadvantages to the folding propellor but
for starters I would start use the APC 7x4e and if that works well, try the
7x5e. The folding prop will be better for the glide but is a little bit harder
to source and it is arguable whether it improves the climb.
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After breaking my propellor at the Nationals and trying to persevere
with a reserve propeller, Dave lent me an APC 7x5e and it was very
powerful on this set-up
Batteries
We need the highest C rating for the lightest weight we need to carry.
The C rating needs to be high as we are asking the ESC and motor to
turn a big prop at high RPM. If the battery C is too low it just will not do
this. The rules limit us to a 2 cell battery. Availability of batteries needs
to be considered.
The battery of the moment is the Thunderpower Rampage 325mAh
battery but it is only available from the US and is diﬃcult to ship. Almost
as good is the Turnigy Nano-Tech Plus 300.2s.70c available from
Hobby King in Australia.
These batteries are good for 3 or 4 ﬂights but the ﬁrst ﬂight on a fresh
battery will be the best.
I would recommend is Turnigy Nano-Tech Plus 300.2s.70c I would
suggest ordering at least four so that you need not be charging on the
ﬁeld.
Other batteries should be ﬁne if at least 60C, 250mAh under 25 grams.
In summary, I recommend a Cobra motor, Hobby Wing ESC, a mix of
7x4 and 7x5 APCe propellors, and Nano Tech 300mAh 70c batteries.

Joulebox front end

Control System
The timer. This is the heart of your model and will contribute to every
ﬂight. Other parts of the system can be “below par” but the timer must
work everytime. It is a big advantage if it is easy to use and
programand to adjust easily at the ﬁeld.
There are many timers available but the one that I have been using
and have been very impressed with is the E36 timer from Roger Morrell
of Magic Timers (Roger has been an NZ free ﬂight team member a
number of times). With this timer I can easily see the time set and can
reprogramme on the ﬁeld with no external devices.
http://www.magictimers.com/index.php/information-about-diﬀerentmodels-of-magic-timers/4-magic-timer-1-2-or-3-servos-3
DT Servo
Nothing fancy here – any small reliable servo will do. Weight should be
under 5 grams
The Next stage
There is enough in this article and it will be followed up with a second
article concentrating on trimming and ﬂying your E-36. You need to
start assembling parts and start building the model so it will be ready for
the trimming article.
To whet your appetite and areas to do more reading/research
•
Under the FFoNZ Facebook page, in the ﬁles are a series of
articles by Chris Edge.....................................
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1116574628384500/ﬁles/
•
There is also a Facebook group focused on competition electric
F F with lots of E36 stuﬀ .....................................
https://www.facebook.com/groups/388300347981775/?epa=
SEARCH_BOX
•
There are many You tube videos and one that demonstrates
the class well is at..................................................................
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtsomZtsPyY
If you want to chat about E36, I can be contacted at
K.Barnes@xtra.co.nz
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“A small footnote to the
Free Flight World Champs report
published in "Model Flying World", Dec 2019"
"A small footnote to the Free Flight World Champs report published in
"Model Flying World", December 2019."
All the photos accompanying the report show the FF team ﬂying on the
dusty ﬁeld wearing a variety of practical ﬂying clothing, but not necessarily
in neat uniforms. In the same issue of "MFW" illustrated reports of various
RC events held overseas show the NZ team members looking very
professional in matching uniforms.
Just to show that Free Flight modellers can scrub up ok here is a photo
showing the NZ FF team in their uniforms just prior to the opening
ceremony at "Wonderful Park" in Lost Hills, California , USA.

Graham Lovejoy.

MFNZ Large Model Certification

All Cat 1, 2 & 3 aircraft must comply with the MFNZ Large Model Code of Practice (LMCOP) available to
view on the MFNZ website or by contacting the Large Model Co-ordinator

MFNZ LARGE MODEL CONTROLLER (email: largemodelpermits@modelﬂyingnz.org)
Rene Redmond, 311 Newbury Line, RD8, Palmerston North 4478 Mob 021 245 2729
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NZ RECORD
Dynamic Soaring
Peter Hewson
Flying a model aircraft at over 800km an hour (510mph) seems
like an unbelievable feat. Could you even see it at that speed?
Imagine achieving that without any engine power as well. The
NZ record for dynamic soaring was set by Alex Hewson last
month while ﬂying a Transonic DS model near Lake Tekapo.
This was part of a dynamic Soaring festival which he had
organised and which had attracted modellers from as far away
as Australia and the USA.
If you are not familiar with dynamic soaring, RC glider pilots
use the leeward side of ground features such as ridges,
saddles, or even rows of trees. If the ridge faces the wind, and
has a steep back (leeward) side, it can cause ﬂow separation
oﬀ the top of the hill, resulting in a layer of fast air moving over
the top of a volume of stagnant or reverse-ﬂow air behind the
hill. The velocity gradient, or wind shear, can be much greater
than those used by birds or full scale sailplanes. Models
repeatedly cross the shear layer by ﬂying in a circular path,
penetrating a fast-moving headwind after ﬂying up the back
side, turning to ﬂy with the wind, diving down through the shear
layer into the stagnant air, and turning again to ﬂy back up the
back side of the hill.
It can be very exciting and exhilarating. Radar
guns are used to record the speeds of the
gliders. Models have to be very strong to
stand up to the extreme g-forces.

and around Christchurch in January. The group are at a location in the hills
above Wainui, Akaroa, - a place which can attract strong southerly winds and
set up fast speeds for the dynamic soaring gliders. Ideally, the Nor’wester
winds are the best for ﬂying dynamic soaring and these are strongest at a site
near Lake Tekapo which is where Alex set his record.
It was in the late 1990s that radio-controlled gliding awoke to the idea of
dynamic soaring, a “discovery” largely credited to RC soaring luminary Joe
Wurts. Joe now lives in the Hawkes Bay and has ﬂown for New Zealand at
several world championship events around the world, including an F3K event
in Croatia in 2015 where the NZ team became the world champions and Alex,
as a member of that team, became the individual world champion.

Here is a link to the video made of Alex’s
ﬂight. He is only person outside of the USA to
break the 500mph barrier.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czUh
-zzm35Y&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=Iw AR
3a5ek74XNTSnhr7LCJLi5EeEkq2Fye6P5oA4rDVmY7XgwJTsQ9gya7VQ
The table below shows the top 16 record
speeds in the world as of last year. Alex has
now moved up to third in the world with his
speed of 510 mph (820 kph).
The group below were part of the 2020
Dynamic Soaring Festival which was held in
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Palmerston R/C Model Flying Club
Ron Sloan

As every good model ﬂying club must know, it’s only as good as the
quality of the membership and the condition of it’s model ﬂying strip.
Palmerston MFC – situated a few kms north of Palmerston Otago
occupies with the goodwill of the local farming owners – the Fleming
family – an idyllic patch of riverside meadow land well away from any
properties or noise concerns. The strip is a conventional “X” type with a
caravan on site to house all the Club’s essentials.

Grass mowing has always been the big priority to keep the strip
functioning in the sometimes extreme growth conditions experienced
in spring and early summer. This has been dealt to largely by the Club
treasurer Ron Sloan with a trusty Masport Commander 24” cut walk
behind self propelled mower for almost 30 plus years. As Ron says, if
he had an hours ﬂying for every hour of mowing he’s done he’d be a
very happy man!
Late last year fellow Club member, Barry Sloper – had the opportunity
to upgrade his ride on mower for a newer model and suggested to Ron
that the Club might like to buy his very tidy Husqvarna 21hp 42” cut ride
on mower. As the Club had a little over $600 in it’s bank account at the
time Ron said that seemed highly unlikely! However Barry made the
suggestion that his local golf club regularly made applications to the
Bendigo Valley Sports & Charity Foundation for assistance with new
plant and equipment and found them to be very helpful. Ron felt that as
a Club with less than 10 members - it might not have the necessary
community beneﬁt and was perhaps quite skeptical about the
outcome. Nonetheless the application forms were completed, the
supporting documention as required enclosed and posted oﬀ. A few
weeks later an envelope appeared in Ron’s mailbox. As Ron says – he
fully expected a letter saying “ Dear Mr Sloan – thank you for your
application – but on this occasion we are sorry to inform you that your
application has been declined….” – but no! The letter stated that the
Club had been made a grant of $2000 towards the purchase of the
mower.
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Sports & Charity

Foundation
All the Club members were hugely enthused with the grant and a quick
whip round of $50 each made up the amount to pay Barry for the ride on
mower. The mower has been used quite a few times since and the
Club has completed the ﬁnal documentation to the Bendigo Valley
Sports & Charity Foundation to prove the purchase has been
completed as planned. From now on – there will be no shortage of
willing volunteers to keep the Palmerston Club strip as pristine as
possible! The old mower is still performing well and will be kept as a
back up and to trim those less easy to maintain areas around the
caravan and the pits area.
As most of our members are not getting any younger - and some have
less forgiving joints – the new mower is surely a very timely addition for
the Club!
Thanks once again to Barry for oﬀering the mower to the Club – and
special thanks to the Bendigo Valley Sports & Charity Foundation for
their generosity in making the grant available to purchase the mower.
Weather permitting – we now should be able to do far more ﬂying than
mowing!
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Words:
Ian Crosland
Photos:
Alastair Rivers

The older we get the more some of us choose to ﬂy a bit slower
and more relaxed and in some cases a larger model is better for
us old blokes to see at a distance. So who would have thought
back in the 30s, 40s, and 50s, [well perhaps not many members
from the 30s], that some of us would be going back to building
free ﬂight of that vintage again. But now as well as balsa and
spruce, incorporating modern materials such as ﬁberglass,
carbon ﬁber and iron on plastic covering. The bonus now of
course is we can now convert these old timers to radio and a
power option of either electric or I.C.

ﬂy and compete there from time to time. The air
at the Levin strip seems clearer than ours and
usually has more lift. I know other clubs through
out the country do a bit of vintage and it's
always very popular at the Nat's.
Some Kapiti members have built or are building
larger models such as Playboy Senior, twice
size Tomboy, Mercury, Buzzard Bombshell,
Miss America and the enlarged Mamselle and it
maybe possible to have competitions with
these as well as just stooging around the sky.
Kapiti ﬂy's any day when the weather is
suitable and sometimes it gets busy, so
allocated time slots need to be organized so
that everyone gets to ﬂy. Cross winds can
sometimes be a bit of a challenge but we are
very lucky to have great facilities.
Static photos taken at a local park, one of a
gaggle of Tomboys and one with an assortment
of mainly larger vintage models.

A craze started in our club a few years back with some of us
building the electric 44" Tomboy, instigated by Terry Beaumont,
who brought the competition idea back from Hawkes Bay. It
involves four or ﬁve of us spread across the ﬁeld and a timer to
start a 25 second climb counting down the last 5 seconds to
engine cut. points are awarded for the longest glide and spot
landing. Its all a lot of fun and a bit of skill to control the elevator
and power during the climb and if one manages to grab a bit of a
thermal that's a bonus. Our neighbour's up the road at Levin are
into vintage and local competitions are run there and a few of us
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FPV

Gordon
McArthur

Towards the end of the Nationals I visited to have a
look at the Mini Quad racing - they are quick! I
wanted to check out the state of the art - what they
are ﬂying etc. There were a few FPV equipped wings
stashed into the portable shelters - turned out I
missed the wing racing the day before. Wing racing
is not an oﬃcial class yet, though it interests me and
is more relaxed than the all out Quad racing. I've
seen the wings race at Johnathon's a couple times it is pretty furious.
Apparently there was some evening ﬂying the night
before - I asked if they had lights? - oh no - the new
cameras can see in low light!
A somewhat ancient Dick Willard was also viewing
the Quad Racing - I compared it too the traditional
control line Team Racing that was going on behind
us, Dick commented that he was going to say the
pylon! Anyway it was great to see Dick out in the
sunshine and asking questions about the rules and
how the races are timed etc. I recall Dick talking at a
club night about how he calculated the rpm and
speed of his speed record delta - by recording it in
ﬂight and using the doppler eﬀect - pitch derived by
playing notes on his ﬁddle.
The FPV race guys are getting more serious about
the planes! They are thinking of making a bulk order
on a one from TBRC. Its the Apex from tbrcwingshttps://www.tbrcwings.com/apex) Of course that
assumes you can already ﬂy an FPV wing.
Suitably inspired and stocked with information I've
started putting together a new project - I picked the
Reptile S800 V2 SKY SHADOW as a good start. Kit
is currently on special at NZ$70 or so. Incl GST and
freight will be about $85. (search Banggood for kit
version)
I already had a spare kit, having ﬂown the earlier
version - very robust and neutral handling. Although
not strictly needed I've added the motor stand oﬀ kit
Motor: I'm starting with a Racestar 2205S 2300kv.
The rules allow up to a 2206 or a 2305. (max size for
stator diameter plus thickness is 28.) I am planning
to run a 6X4 prop - good thrust. Can change later as
needed. Lipoly allowed is 3 or 4 cells - 3 will; be
plenty for me for now!
Flight controller: not absolutely needed, however I
have already found they get small fast - so will be
adding one of these: ZOHD Kopilot Lite - Available
from Bangood. This unit includes GPS and RTH
function currently $61 plus gst etc. Should make if
easier for me and spotter!
Glue: my prefered glue for sticking the parts
together is E6000. Rough up the surfaces to be
glued with sandpaper, BG will not ship E6000 here
now, so you will need to source it elsewhere e.g.
Spotlight or Trademe.
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Top to bottom:
S800 V1 & V2
Wing Launch
photo: Matt Wellington
Matt Wellington, Sam Kletzkin, Brad Pearpoint, Logan Hartley, Pareiha Jones, Ashton
Witte, Phil Sandford, Chris Jackson. Names are not in order. Photo: Matt Wellington

Oscar Liang has an excellent blog on the S800 at https://oscarliang.com/reptile-s800-v2fpv-wing-build-log/ Oscar provides lots of the good stuﬀ on servos and setup.
The NZ Wings facebook pages is called: Rotorcross N.Z. Wings - private group so you will
have to request to join. They have pictures,video, discussion, etc.
The Sky Shadow is nearly ready to ﬂy - has added carbon strip reinforcing, Needs a
camera and good quality video Tx (VTx) added. I have a couple which feature the latest
technology and are less likely to interfere on adjacent FPV channels etc. Some of these
are designed to be used with ﬂight controllers for ease of changing channels and power
levels.
Matt Wellington has suggested I get the TBS (Team Black Sheep) Unify. Quote: "They
come with restricted channels that can be unlocked if needed, power levels are
changeable (we use 200mw on the wings) Has a two led system to let you know what
channel they are on. And don't die if the antenna gets disconnected." These are available
from several vendors in NZ, cost about $50 for the race version (selectable - 25 and
200mW) Major advantage of these is that they allow more pilots to ﬂy together.
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Letter to Gary Burrows Editor of Christchurch MAC Torque
magazine from the late Paul Lagan’s widow Pamela
It is with interest and some times amusement that I have followed
Gary’s writings on Paul’s (PHL) aero modeling history , exploits and
disposal of his modeling goodies.
Paul and I met at Wigram RNZAF base in 1959 and were married in
1961. There were three of us in the marriage which ended when Paul
died on November 6th 2018. The third partner contributed a model
box, balsa, knife cutting board ,chocolate boxes and a richness of
achievement, satisfaction, friendship, travel and fulﬁllment for both of
us.
Gary has mentioned Paul’s collection of balsa ribs. He has cut ribs
everywhere we went especially overseas where he also stretched
rubber in the most unlikely places.
Notes — he cut exercise books into thirds, also brought small dairies
and note books in which he recorded every detail of the current model
he was building or ﬂying, also shopping lists, dates, addresses —
anything he needed to remember
He discarded very few of his belongs but as his health deteriorated to
the point he was unable to travel overseas to compete in contests he,
with diﬃculty, cleared out his best models to be sold on his behalf. This

Taupo
Model
Flyers

still left a garage full of models and aero modeling paraphernalia,
Ukuleles', cameras, bicycles and much more.
Physically he could not do any more and it worried him. A few days
before he died in the Nurse Maude Hospice Gary came to see him and
Paul asked him if he would clear all the remaining models etc and
dispose of them, Gary said he would.
So through the heat of summer Gary made many trips to Cheviot and
returned to Christchurch with not a cubic inch to spare in his car. The
other of the team “Disposal” was Dave Mitchell, Paul’s aero modeling
and RNZAF mate, who disposed of the Ukuleles and bicycles.
So the third partner has almost gone but I am left with many lovely
memories and souvenirs of a wonderful partnership.
I would like to thank Gary and David for their physical and emotional
assistance and to all those who have given Paul’s belongings a new
home and lease of life. I hope you have as much enjoyment as he had

Pamela Lagan

Header from Paul’s regular
Flier’s World column during
the 90’s

We have an immaculate flying site in
central North Island at Centennial Park.
If you are travelling near Taupo,
bring a plane and come fly with us.
Visiting MFNZ members are
welcome. Flying times are Sunday
9.00am onwards. Monday to
Saturday 10.00am onwards.
Suitable for all types of
models but we need you to
fly within the confines of
the racecourse to avoid
upsetting our neighbours.

(Please do not cross horse racing
track if horses are present.)

Club contacts :
Alex Brodie
027 535 3972
Ralph Kumm
027 200 2551
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Text & Photos Ian Harvey CMAC

F5J

OPEN
Tai Tapu

Above left to right:
Plus - coming or going?
Plus X – 1, 2, 3.
Peewee away.
Left:
Gary Morgan's OD M6 put in
some good ﬂights.

Canterbury

8th Dec 2019

On a weekend that resulted in the
South Island being completely
severed in two by massive weather
events, and 140,000 lightning strikes
recorded over the Island, how we
managed 11 rounds of ﬂying for the
14 competitors from throughout NZ is
nothing short of a miracle.
Friday was a practice day with those making the eﬀort, getting used to
the constant northerly winds that had been experienced in Canterbury
over the last 2 weeks or more.
Rain threatened on Saturday morning, but even though we were ﬂying
to the sound of massive thunder claps, the rain kept largely away and
almost 5 rounds were ﬂown before very strong winds from the North
curtailed any more ﬂying that day. A noisy Lone Star meal was enjoyed
that evening.
On Sunday morning we experienced a light dying southerly that
produced some nice lifting conditions right up until there was a sudden
wind change to the north. Consistent lift was a little more diﬃcult to ﬁnd
after that so that those who were able to ﬁnd it and make the maximum
time relegated other struggling ﬂiers to low scores for the rounds.
The three champion amigos from the European summer triumphed
and deservedly took out the three top spots. Then came a gaggle of
journeymen who vied for the lower spoils throughout the weekend.
Rex Ashwell gained ﬁrst in Div B. It was great to see some newcomers
entering and giving this great competition a crack.
We hope we can procure this highly suitable venue again next year,
and ensure that the event becomes a permanent ﬁxture on the soaring
calendar.
RESULTS (11 rounds)
1 Wurts, Joe
2 Griﬃn, David
3 Botherway, Kevin
4 Shaw, John
5 Drabble, Len
6 Williams, Peter
7 Harvey, Ian
8 Hiscock, Andrew

9944
9757.
9451
8886
8644
8595
8438
8244

9 Ward, Rob
10 Ashwell, Rex
11 Stiver, Andrew
12 Morgan, Gary
13 Campbell, Kevin
14 Nikoloﬀ, Anton
15 France, Peter
16 Pohio, Phil

8175
7427
7355
7337
7274
6429
5986
1448

Ian, Kevin B, John, Andrew S, Kevin C, Dave, Phil, Rex, Anton, Peter F,
Gary, Len, Peter W, Rob, Andrew H and Joe.
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WARBIRDS
OVER
AWATOTO
2020

With the weather playing ball, the twenty-ﬁrst Warbirds over Awatoto
once again was a resounding success. We had two days of light winds
up and down the strip with the afternoon sea breeze helping to
moderate the soaring east coast temperatures. Attendance was good
with 44 pilot registrations 30 of those from visiting clubs, and the public
turnout was also good helping to spreading the aeromodelling word.
It was Mission concert weekend so Saturday was a little quieter but
Sunday they turned out in droves and were well entertained by the
excellent ﬂying displays and well fed from the barbecue tent run by
club members.
Awatoto Field again looked a picture, well prepared by the team and
under CD John Sutherland’s guidance, well experienced in running
Warbirds, the weekend went oﬀ like clockwork. As usual there is a lot
of work done behind the scenes to ensure a smooth running and
successful weekend. Good signage and publicity, ﬁeld maintenance
and setup, together with the ongoing duties of gate keeping and traﬃc
control, and the barbecue team provisioning and providing fare.
Registration and ﬂightline control important as ever and most of all, the
pilots and their aircraft and as usual we were so well supported. Marty
Hughes did an excellent job manning the public address keeping all
informed over the weekend. Without the enthusiastic support of our
Warbird friends around the country this rally would not exist, so from us
as club members and the visiting public we give you all a hearty vote of
thanks.
From the Pilots brieﬁng on Saturday morning to the close of play and
prize giving Sunday afternoon, the ﬂying conditions were superb.
Ryan Cadwallader managed the ﬂightline over the two days, he was
provided with a extra large shade tent, and ﬂying displays and likeaircraft groups ﬁlled the skies all day keeping the public well
entertained. There were few incidents, a couple of out landings and
untoward arrivals. Tony Withey had the misfortune to have a low level
ﬂameout with his Maachi at the ﬁnal stage of a great demonstration
ﬂight. He handled the arrival well but could only make it to the edge of
the river resulting in some wingtip damage and a wetting of his gear.
There were some excellent demonstration ﬂights, Carl Hansen ﬂew
his huge Turbine powered MIL 17 helicopter with precision. Frazer
Briggs wowed us all with ﬂights of his 5 cyl Moki powered Lavoshkin (
rebuilt by Mike after it’s demise at the 2015 Warbirds) and their twin
60cc powered Mosquito. Local lad Andrew Stiver gave some great
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demo ﬂights with his super sonic Lightning showing just how good his
eyesight and reﬂexes are!
It was pleasing to see our late Jeﬀ
Clarkson’s 1/3 Tiger Moth back in the air under Aunty’s (Grant Findlay)
guidance and ownership and as usual he demonstrated it perfectly
spending much of its time below tree level.
Grant also ﬂew Stan Hodson’s ¼ scale Spitﬁre built from a Mick
Reeves kit and powered by a Kolm 200 3 cyl four stroke motor, sounds
superb and ﬂies likewise.
Our local maestro builder John Clarke had two of his builds on the
ﬂightline, his DC3 ﬂown by both John Sutherland and Jayden Molloy,
always a crowd and pilot’s favourite. Also his latest twin, built for
Edward Beetham from the Wairarapa, a Mick Reeves Mosquito
powered by twin DLE 35RA engines, another work of art.
Undoubtedly, the crowd favourites were the group ﬂying displays by
both the WW1 and WW2 aircraft. The WW1 group included three
Fokker D1 models, Chris Tynan’s 1/3 scale Z38 powered, Mike Shears
(ex-Jeﬀ Clarkson’s) and Marty Hughes (ex his Daddy’s) and together
with the other two wingers put on some thrilling displays chasing each
other around the Awatoto sky. WW2 was well populated with P-51
Mustangs, Spitﬁres, FW190’s, Oscars and P47’s, Hellcat and others.
With a good attendance by the public and a well patronized barbecue
facility, the weekend would have been a ﬁnancial success covering
expenses and putting a small proﬁt into the club’s accounts. There are
signiﬁcant costs in running a rally of this size. The oﬃcial ﬂying was
concluded mid-afternoon Sunday with a prize giving in the various
categories. These were…
World War 1
World War 2
Between the Wars
NZ Military
Modern Military
Pilot’s Choice

Phil Sharpe
Bill Roydhouse
Grant Findlay
Lance Hickey
Tony Withey
John Clarke

Sopwith Pup.
MFHB Corsair
Tiger Moth
Texan
Maachi
DC3

As usual there were a signiﬁcant number of caravans and campers
and ﬂying continued on until late, visitors make the most of the facility
as Awatoto Field was going to be closed from Monday for the rest of
the week. There is low level helicopter survey work of the Hawkes Bay
aquifer’s in progress and we have been requested to stay grounded
until the activity is ﬁnished. We are fortunate to have good
communication with CAA and Napier Tower as we operate within their
control zone and are granted height extensions for weekends such as
this.
Another highly successful Warbirds over Awatoto all done and dusted
for 2020, We’ll see you in the Bay again next year, Until then, Safe
Travel and Safe Flying.
.
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LLARGE
ARGE MMODEL
ODEL EEVENTS
VENTS
North Shore MAC
4th & 5th April 2020

Bruce Dawson

nsmac.team@gmail.com

Matamata-Piako MAC
2nd & 3rd May 2020

Graham Loveridge

loveridgef@xtra.co.nz

Let’s Get Ready To Rumble Start Your Engines.

Jet, Scale
&
Sport
Planes
t
n
e
v
E
d
e
n
i
b
Con
17th, 18th, 19th April 2020 Darfield
Entrance off Creyke Rd over the
railway line

On Site
For details contact Dave
McLeans Island MAC
Dave 027 602 4302
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Food & drink
Toilet facilities
Hot showers
Over night staying
Model Flying World
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CONTROL LINE

STUNT SERIES

Saturday the 7th of December and all was ready. The
groundsman, Mike, at Bruce McLaren Intermediate
School in Henderson had made a superb job of the
circles and ﬁelds. I arrived early and began to place
poles and safety ropes. The sun was shining and the
leaves rustling with a gentle breeze from the NW. It
was promising to shape up
for a wonderful day to ﬂy. At
9.30 am a small contingent
of one from the Far North
appeared at the boundary,
drove in and parked under
the trees. By 10 am I was
beginning to feel like the
Auckland Blues management.
What do you have to do to get
Aucklander's along to their local
events? They must have heard
me as within an hour we had a
solid core of devoted ﬂiers keen
nts
to get started. Some of the
is stu
ying h
ﬂ
o
support crews had come from as
t
t
O
far as the Naki!

John’s Fw190 & Rotorua Club
Nobler (for sale)

The tables were set up, tea coﬀee and some nibbles put out to snack
on -thanks to the Wimmers. The cars were parked up in the shade , the
models prepped, lines out, we were ready to go. We started ﬂying and
at ﬁrst the conditions were a little bumpy but not too bad. The
temperatures lifted, the wind crept up in strength. This tested our skills
and several of us had unplanned landings! Next year we will have one
circle well out in the centre where the turbulance will be minimal
nomatter which direction it arrives in.
The day was a very pleasant experience and the smaller group (7
contestants) allowed for a fairly relaxed pace with time to grab a coﬀee
and chat between ﬂights and even get some ﬂying tips from the
experts. All in all , very satisfying, great company, cordial atmosphere,
informal chat and get together afterwards all helped along by a great
ﬁeld, warm weather and good humour. A lot of fun and far more than
messing about with toy planes!
There was some discussion about changing dates for next year. Will
keep you informed. We look forward to seeing you then.
F2B Aerobatics
1. Kim Webby 2. Kevin Barnes 3. Gerald Wimmer 4. Dave Wright-

976.5
1001.5
650.0

1065
1030
350.0

2044.8
2031.5
1245.0
64

Sportsman Aerobatics
1. Dave Thornley 130
2. Otto Wimmer 136
3. John Carrodus 172

288
194
99

275.5
66
-

563.5
330
271

Classic Stunt
1. Kevin Barnes 2. Gerald Wimmer 3. Dave Thornley -

323.5
309
172

295
244.5
155.5

618.5
589.5
457.1
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979.5
926.5
595.0
64

195.5
280.5
283.5

David Thornley’s Wolferine and
Teosawkoi
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Gerald’s Yokosuka D4Y and
Otto’s Cobra inspired stunter
before & after shots

Kevin Barnes’s model, the
Shark Eclipse

Alina ﬂying Max’s Martlet

Kim Webby helping Dave Wright
with his Spitﬁre
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Alina helps her sister Irma
put in another ﬂight
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Managers Diary

Len Drabble

I arrived in Carterton on the 24th of December as the hire company
was closing until after New Year and I had to pick up the ride on mower
to mow all the paddocks. After picking up the mower I went and
inspected the ﬂight areas and to my horror I found the show grounds
grass was about knee high due to the rain before Christmas. This was
the same at RC1 and Vintage ﬂying sites. So, Christmas day 10.00am I
started to knock down the grass at the control line circles on the show
grounds main arena. The tricky part is that with no catcher on the ride
on the grass starts to pile up and the mower can no longer cope so you
have to bulldoze the windrows oﬀ the circles and then continue. Six
hours later I had mowed the two 50 mtr circles twice and was down to
about shin height. I left that to settle and then went to RC1 to mow a
100 mtr circle and by 8.30pm on Christmas day I had done the ﬁrst
pass. The 26th of December Boxing day started at 8.00am at the
vintage site you guessed it mowing more circles I then proceeded to do
RC1 and Control line again ﬁnished at 6.00pm . The 27th December
started at 7.00am and did them all again now we are getting close to
useable grass length ﬁnished 6.00pm. The 28th of December 8.00am
mowed the Heli area and Rotor Cross then decided to go to RC1 which
is the biggest single area to mow. At 2.30pm however in 30c heat the
mower said enough and passed away with 2/3rds of the way through
RC1 after picking up the nuts bolts and drive belt I gave up.
Sunday the 29th Jonathan and Gill Shorer arrived and we started to set
up the oﬃce and putting up the signage to the sites. We also had Steve,
Daniel and Josh Warner arrived and Pee Wee and Helen Williams. We
also had an array of early arrivals to set up their camps.

c Dave Jackson

Paul Squires launching F1B

Monday the 30th Registration day 6.30am down to the hire company
and pick up the barbecue, spit roaster and 4 towable porta loos and
distribute them around the ﬂying sites. Oﬃce opened at 12.00pm and
by close at 8.00pm we had 78 people check in the weather is calm and
its approx 27c. Thanks to Andrew Robinson for saving my backside by
bringing his ride on mower and then proceeding to ﬁnish mowing the
control line circles so they were useable and also helping out with the
pylon strip at RC1. At 7.00pm we had the welcoming barbecue and
brieﬁng for the week with 85 people attending. Thank you to Gill Shorer
for spending the 3 days leading up to the Nats prepping food and
purchasing supplies for the barbecue and the spit roast dinner to
come.
Tuesday the 31st of December Temp forecast is for 35c and it doesn’t
disappoint. Start 6.00am with prepping all the meat for the spit roast
dinner for New Year’s Eve 20kgs of Pork and 20 kgs Beef. Gill Shorer
has been prepping and cooking food since 7.00am and is still going at
8.00pm cleaning up I don’t think she stopped all day and I can’t thank
her enough it would have been a failure with out her help. I would have
considered 50 people attending the dinner a success so the fact we
served a 100 for the meal was proof people want to socialize. Any body
who thinks that the social side of the Nats is dying is wrong. After the
dinner most people went to watch the AGGi . At 9.30am I put on a
movie in the hall and put out 40 chairs thinking if I ﬁlled 80% it would be
a success 85 people later with Billy Connolly suing the churches of
Australia in the man who sued God, we ﬁnished at 11.00pm. Then
every body gravitated out to the control line circles and Matt Jones put
on a knight ﬂying Helicopter aerobatic display which he did at Wings
Over Wairarapa for us earlier in the year. Unfortunately, Matt lost
orientation close to the ground and buried the heli in to the paddock.
Next up was Rene Redmonds full size Viper jet engine on a specially
built trailer and boy it was loud. I think Bogan wet himself with joy when
it was running and made the comment every body should have one. I
headed back to our accommodation just as New Year midnight hit after
starting at 4.30am I put my head on the pillow and just to understand
we were 10 km from the show grounds I was just falling asleep when I
heard a mosquito in the room which took me 10 min to ﬁgure out it was
the pulse jet back at the show grounds .Thank you Control line.
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Wednesday the 1st of January. Happy New Year temp forecast 35deg
c all events are running people still registering. So hot we have a few
heat stroke victims an amazing day with no weather interruptions for
any of the disciplines. Combined Sig meeting held up stairs in the
oﬃces at 6.30pm with discussions on the timing of the next nationals
and venue options.
Thursday the 2nd of January the smoke from the bush ﬁres in Australia
is making its presence felt with some weird looking sunrises and skies.
I take the day of to enter 1 soaring event and Rowdy and Joe Wurts
arrive at the soaring paddock with a real dilemma of monumental
proportions we all sit solemnly down expecting the worst and Rowdy
announces that they have run out of beer and all the shops are shut. He
has tried to contact Jacinda and Winston to declare a civil defense
emergency but they were on holidays and couldn’t help. I trash my F3B
ship after 2 rounds when the elevators jam up on launch but by then the
wind has got up and we chuck it in at 2.30pm. We all headed down to
the river just south of Carterton and spent the afternoon swimming. We
had Andrew and Elsie Myer from Adelaide over competing in soaring
and Andrew got to the river and reckoned it was the most water he had
ever seen in one place.
Friday the 3rd of January up at 5.30 head to camp do the rubbish bins
clean up all the catering gear from the dinner load the spit roaster on
the trailer and take it all back to the hire company. Next up go and visit
all the farm and land owners with some gifts for their generosity. Quick
visit to all the ﬂying sites to do President duties like kissing babies and
lots of waving and abusing those who deserve it and those who don’t.
Back to oﬃce to check we are on schedule for certiﬁcate printing etc.
Down to river for a swim with my workers Josh and Daniel Warner and
Tawhai Webby. Stuﬀ the boy’s full stuﬀ they shouldn’t eat and back to
camp to set up for Hanger Rat. At 6.00pm we have a mass radian
launch in the oval with a lot of fun and a bit of humor. Start the barbecue
for those who want it and ﬁnish the night helping Pee Wee with hanger
rat as he needed somebody with my experience at holding rubber
bands while he wound them.
Saturday the 4th of January up at 5.30am out to soaring ﬁeld and pick
up porta loo and take back to Masterton. 7.00am back to Masterton
with porta loo no. 2 and call in at Whare house stationary for more card
to print certiﬁcates. Back to head quarters and start prep for prize
giving and ﬁnal barbecue. 11.00am out to Vintage and soaring at RC1
and pick up the last two porta loos and deliver to Masterton. 12.00pm
back to Head Quarters set up barbecue for Rota Cross. Back into
kitchen and start prepping for the prize giving barbecue. Spend rest of

day setting up hall for prize giving. Next feed the masses and start prize
giving over 55 people attending. ﬁnish up at 9.00pm clean up kitchen
and hall.
I have kept this daily diary so you can get some InSite into what goes
on behind the scenes if you have never been involved in helping run
our Nationals. What I haven’t shared is the work done in the oﬃce by
Jonathan Shorer, Gill Shorer and Phil Eldridge.
I asked Jonathan to be the oﬃce manager because he does it so
professionally and has the place running like clock work his attention to
detail is what makes it so seamless and enjoyable for the competitors.
There is nothing he won’t do to make it an experience for everyone. My
person thanks to you Jonathan I could not have run it without you.
What can I say about Gill Shorer she is the quiet behind the scenes
genius who has done over 60 hours of organizing and food preparation
for you? The main spit roast dinner success was all down to her work
and organization she was on her feet for about 12 hours on New Year’s
Eve alone. Now she hates being in the spot light and people making a
fuss but if you have the opportunity at any time thank her from me.
Phil Eldridge spends almost 5 hours a day in the oﬃce keeping the
whole thing going with results website info and entry data. If you see
him wandering about make sure you show your appreciation.
I would also like to thank the following people The Warners Steve, Josh
and Daniel they are the ﬁrst to arrive and the last to leave and as
always made it easy with the logistics. Also thank you to Carol, Jane,
and Hellen with helping in the kitchen and with the general camp stuﬀ.A
big thanks to Gavin Rodes for organizing the movie night for me.
IN CONCLUSION
So how did we go with the ﬁrst Nationals over New Years for about 6
years. Lets look at some no.s
Total Registrations for Carterton 142 which beats the old record by
about 6
Attendees at the New Year’s Eve spit roast dinner served 102 people
Attendees at New Year’s Eve Movie night 75 people
Attendees at New Year’s Eve Helicopter night ﬂying demo and Viper jet
engine run 82 people
Attendees at Prize giving Barbecue 55+
Number of unsolicited positive comments about the enjoyable social
atmosphere from wives who had never attended before, or people who
had come for the ﬁrst time, and people who have been coming for
years. COUNTLESS.

Reﬂections on R/C Scale at the Nationals
Anton Nikoloﬀ

I’ve wanted to compete in RC scale at the
Nationals for a long time (Since attending
a Nats in Blenheim, in the early ‘70’s) but
my plant nursery business precluded that
happening. Mainly because the timing of
the Nationals, around Christmas/ New Year, coincided with a busy
work period and so it was too diﬃcult to compete, particularly if travel
was involved. I competed at a couple of South Island Championships
in the early 1990’s but the demise of those, meant for people in the SI,
there was no suitable Scale competition to practice, hone skills, gain
conﬁdence, and retain enthusiasm.

closely) mown, in the centre of a paddock, was a bit daunting. More so,
with my ﬁrst ﬂight at the site, one of my competition ﬂights. My attitude
up to this point had been there’ll be no problem taking oﬀ, ﬂying a few
manoeuvres and landing. My lack of competition experience meant
that I didn’t realise how important positioning and ﬂying at scale
speeds, between manoeuvres was. The idea being to present an
overall picture of how close to full size the model was. It wasn’t just
ﬂying a few scale type manoeuvres with general ﬂying around in
between. Some coaching and Gwyn standing at my shoulder during
some of my later ﬂights helped immensely; generally I was ﬂying too
close and my manoeuvres were too small (3D habits).

I sold my nursery in 2017 and so was free to start travelling to events,
so I decided to take the opportunity to front up at Carterton and
compete in a couple of electric RC glider events, as well as RC Scale.
It helped that I had a couple of suitable Scale models available, with,
which I was reasonably familiar.

I attended the Nat’s to enjoy and challenge myself; just going was a
challenge in its self. Flying at the Nat’s put me in a situation where I felt
uncomfortable but I enjoyed the challenge and learnt a lot. I notice my
ﬂying has improved somewhat and is now more precise. Attending and
ﬂying Scale models at ﬂy-ins has much to recommend it. The
experience of taking part in any contest is a notch above that; it hones
your skills and increases your conﬁdence to a diﬀerent level.

I’ve been ﬂying RC for over 40 years and have attended quite a few ﬂyins, so I consider myself reasonably competent. Over the last 10 years,
and particularly since retiring, I’ve been spending a lot more time ﬂying
and using an electric 3D type model as a practice plane. My skills have
improved signiﬁcantly as a result, but has also resulted in some 3D
type “habits”.
The Carterton Nat’s were blessed with good weather. But I found
turning up at a “new to me” site, which was just a circle (not very
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With hindsight I would have taken diﬀerent planes; I had a ¼ scale
Moth Minor and a 1/5 scale ARF Pawnee. I think around 80 inch is a
good size model to cart around easily and ﬂy. I wished I‘d taken my 84
inch Fox Moth, biplane instead of the Pawnee; I’ve ﬂown it a lot and it
looks good in the air. The Moth Minor is a great ﬂier but is bulky and
needs more practice to present well. But overall the time and eﬀort was
well spent and competing was not as diﬃcult as I imagined.
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The 73rd National Aeromodelling
Championships
Carterton 3rd Jan - 8th Jan 2021
Accommodation through Air B&B and Book A
Batch throughout the Wiararapa available for
those not wanting to camp. Powered and
unpowered campsites are at the Show Grounds.
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Scale RC

Held this year at Carterton, the weather gods played the game
(although the wind was variable.) We had a good entry on each of the
three classes ,16 in total which is normal when the Nats are held here.
With the 2 half days available, we managed to run through the event
with just enough time making for a comfortable paced competition.

F4H:

Novice Scale:

There were 5 entries in this class with a variety of models. It was also
great to see a couple of newbies to the class. Robert Lockyer lead the
way with his very nice Piper Cub, it also helped that the weather played
the game when he ﬂew. Rene Redmond and Lew Woods battled it out
for 2nd and 3rd with their Wilga and P-51 Mustang respectively. It was
great to see him, and his brother Stewart be involved in our discipline.
Tony Christiansen with his Yak 55, found himself in 4th, having found
himself with more time on his hands after his F5J model had a coming
together with mother earth. Murray Irvine was another newbie and ﬂew
well in his ﬁrst competition with an old repowered Airsail Chipmunk. It
was great to see these new people enjoying the days competition.

Intermediate Scale:

This was a hotly contested class with 6 entries. It was won by John
Sutherland ﬂying Zenoah 74 powered Fw 190, John ﬂies this model as
if it was on rails and won all rounds, and deservedly so. Gwyn Avenell
came in second ﬂying the HangarOne Miles Magister prototype.
(luckily getting through 2 rounds with only one aileron servo working must do better pre-ﬂight checks). Gary Wilson ﬁnished 3rd ﬂying his
large Cessna Agwagon with a convincing crop-dusting demo. Stewart
Irvine ﬂew into 4th despite only managing to ﬂy in two rounds with his
Mirage jet ﬁghter, the only turbine model in the event. Tarquin Brooks
ﬂew the Wilga into 5th with another newcomer Anton Nikoloﬀ from
Christchurch making the eﬀort to attend the Nats ﬁnishing in 6th. We
are very happy to have new contestants at our events.
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This is the ﬁrst time we have run an oﬃcial FAI class for many years
and while it had a small entry, it was a very close-run thing with 8 points
separating the 3 top ﬁnishers. Sadly, Frazer Briggs had a major retract
issue with the Mosquito and wasn’t able to ﬂy, as well as collecting an
ear full of petrol – he wont do that again in a hurry. Gwyn Avenell
managed to squeak through for the win with the HangarOne De
Havilland Tiger Moth and was very lucky with calm conditions for the
last two ﬂights. Mike Briggs ﬂew his Yak 55 in the event and with the
help of Wayne Cartwrights vast documentation archive, was able to
boost his static score to record a second place. The prize for the most
eﬀort goes to Neil Schrader who ﬂew his fabulous Spitﬁre, ﬁnished in a
colour scheme his father ﬂew in Malta during the war. The 3 ﬂights Neil
had were the 3rd, 4th and 5th that he had on the model. His model was
top in static, but the lack of ﬂying practice ultimately stopped him from
winning the event handsomely. Anton Nikoloﬀ ﬂew his very nice ¼
scale De Havilland Moth Minor from the Jerry Bates plan into 4th place.

All in all, good competitions in each of the classes. Great to see some
new contestants, don’t be shy about coming to our other events later in
the year. A special thank you goes to Christina Avenell for diligently
doing all the scoring entry and dealing with the paperwork, it’s a
thankless task, but hugely appreciated by those who run these events.
A thank you to all the Judges, both ﬂight and static, Great job on a hot
day.

Gwyn Avenell

Chairman, RC Scale SIG
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John Danks

In perfect conditions and after the
generosity of the New Plymouth control
line group for the use of their ride on
mower we had the launch pad mowed
and ready to go for a 1pm start on day one, well that was the plan until
we discovered the P1 lights were not working. A collective head
scratching had the problem resolved with the use of a multimeter and
12v soldering iron, we were ready to go after about a 45 minute delay.
We were allotted two half days to get everything through, afternoon on
day one and morning on day two, the idea was to run three heats of all
classes on the ﬁrst afternoon and ﬁnish oﬀ the remaining two heats the
next morning. We set the course up to the predicted wind direction so
the ﬁrst few heats were ﬂown with a slight down wind situation until the
forecasted direction kicked in. Both Frazer and I got caught out with
this when we both nosed over on take oﬀ in the same race with our F3T
models! Oh well there’s always next time.
Q500 Sport
Like last year we ran F3D heats between the Q500 Sport heats which
gave everyone plenty of time for servicing between races. Q500 Sport
had six entries so we ran two heats of three up, day one ran without any
incidents with the fastest times around the 1 minute 40 second mark,
round three saw the fastest time of the meeting from Len Krook with a 1
min. 39.05 sec. Day two had us oﬀ to an early start which caught Gary
Mercer oﬀ guard in round four, with the sun still quite low in the sky
Gary ﬂew through it’s glare causing eyesight issues resulting in a re
kitted Sniper. His spare model was way out of trim also resulting in
some damage (repairable) while trying to land giving him timing duties
for the rest of the day.
Stephen Collins once again took top honours with consistent times in
the low 1min 40s followed by Len and Antony Wright.
F3D
With three entries and running within the Q500 heats got us through
the two half days without issues, like Q500 the times were not startling
and all of us received cuts in the ﬁrst race but settled down from there
on. Fastest time of 1 min 4.54 sec went to myself with Ross Craighead
only one hundredth behind at 1 min 4.55 sec. The only issue for me
was a leaking fuel bladder requiring a model swap on day two. I ended
ahead of Ross with John Knox making up the three.
F3R
Seven entries in this class had us ﬂying one 3 up and two 2 up heats,
that was until John Sutherland was unable to continue after round one.
A reshuﬄe had us back at two 3 up heats from there on. With no other
incidents we all ﬁnished up with Stephen Collins on top adding to his
ﬁrst placing in Q500 Sport, John Knox and Len Krook rounding out the
top three. Ross Craighead achieved the fastest time of the event with a
1 min 14.55 seconds.
F3T
Six entries had us back at two 3 up heats, again no startling times
amongst the results with Frazer Briggs taking that honour with a 1 min
10.47, plenty of cuts from most of us with a sprinkling of DNFs didn’t
help our results but all credit to John Knox on his win with minimal cuts
ahead of Len Krook and Frazer.
Plenty of volunteers on hand had the course down and packed away
with ease readying the strip for aerobatics at 1pm. With the results
printed and trophies set up we had the prize giving under way, see the
images of the smiling faces. The overall Pylon Champion went to Len
Krook, well done Len. See full results elsewhere in this Model Flying
World.
As always we had plenty of volunteers willing to give up their time to
help out with all sorts of duties including a face from the past, Neil
Baxter who rode down from Whakatane just to help, June Mercer who
helped out with timing on both days, Sharon, Chris Wong, Kim and
Tophai Webby along with Mike and Max Briggs on pylon duties.
Computer duties went to Gary, Ross, Frazer and myself.
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Top to bottom:
Happy time keepers
Refueling bay
Pit action
Nationals2020 group shot
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REPORTS
Don Mossop

Vintage

The most notable aspect of the 2020 Nats.
was the relatively benign weather we
enjoyed compared to previous events. Each
of the four days was ﬂyable, with patchy lift
and moderate breezes throughout.
Vintage Precision was won in a four-way ﬂyoﬀ by Bryan Treloar, with Barrie Russell and
Allan Knox a close 2nd equal, and David
Gush 4th.
Classical Precision was taken out by Grant
Fulton with Don Mossop 2nd and Barrie
Russell 3rd.
Vintage Open Texaco was won by Bryan
Treloar, Bernard Scott 2nd and Stewart Cox 3rd with his impressive
New Ruler.
Vintage 1/2 A Texaco was won again this year by John Butcher, closely
followed by Bernard Scott 2nd and Allan Knox 3rd.
Vintage E Texaco was won convincingly by Wayne Cartwright with his
large 1939 Cruiser. Kyla Fisher, with a Kea performed very creditably
to take out 2nd, with Barrie Russell 3rd.
Classical E Duration was ﬂown on the only day where moderate
breezes and cooler conditions prevailed. David Gush was 1st, closely
followed by Peter Townsend, both ﬂying Glow Worms, with Barrie
Russell’s Night Train taking out 3rd (again).
Vintage A Texaco was won by Bernard Scott who ﬂew his Simplex
consistently to max all rounds. Close behind were Bryan Treloar (2nd)
and Stewart Cox (3rd).
Vintage E Duration was won by Don Mossop who scored three maxes.
Grant Fulton was 2nd and Barrie Russell 3rd (again!).
Vintage IC Duration was won convincingly by Allan Knox who scored
three maxes, with Bernard Scott 2nd and Bryan Treloar 3rd. Stewart
Cox started impressively with his New Ruler but a leaking fuel tank put
paid to further ﬂights.
Classical E Texaco was taken out by Peter Townsend (Glow Worm),
Wayne Cartwright (Nig Nog) 2nd and David Gush with another Glow
Worm (3rd).
Vintage ½ E Texaco was also won convincingly by Peter Townsend
with his Civvy Boy. His ﬁrst ﬂight of over 40 minutes was always going
to be hard to beat. Wayne Cartwright with his Strato Streak was 2nd
and Barrie Russell with his Stardust was 3rd (again!!).
Vintage E Rubber Texaco was ﬁercely competed this year with 8
contestants. Kyla Fisher (Gollywock) was a clear winner who ﬂew 2
consistent ﬂights totalling nearly 80 minutes. David Gush, with another
Gollywock was 2nd and Don Mossop (Stormont Aust Record Stick)
was 3rd.
Sport Cabin E Texaco was well represented this Nats. with 6
contestants. Peter Townsend with his very light “The President” ﬂew
consistently to win. Kyla Fisher and Grandad, John Butcher, ﬂying
Tomboys were 2nd and 3rd, respectively.
Classical ½ E Texaco was ﬂown only by Wayne Cartwright who
recorded a great score but due to insuﬃcient contestants was not
recorded as a Nationals Score. The only other event with insuﬃcient
numbers of contestants was Classical IC Duration.
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Top to bottom:
Peter Townsend’s relaxed ﬂying style (top right insert)
Brian Treloar, Open Texaco
Kyla and the Butcher family
Don, Grant & Barrie, Classic Precision

The Vintage Championship trophy was awarded jointly to Barrie
Russell and Allan Knox at the Prize-giving on the ﬁnal day – a popular
result recognising two guys who performed consistently well over the
Nats..
Overall, an excellent Nationals from the Vintage SIG perspective.
While there was generally great satisfaction from SIG contestants,
some excellent suggestions for improving future Nationals and
participation were raised during the General Business session
following the SIG AGM, and will be distributed later.
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Clareville was the destination for this year’s MFNZ Nationals, at a
slightly early start date of 31st Dec. The weather over the 5 days was
simply stunning. Dead calm in the mornings, with light winds in the
afternoons, usually dropping oﬀ in the evening. Best Clareville weather
ever. We had some 160 registrations in the nats, and approx. 65
people were at the ﬁnal BBQ and Prize giving, which is a great result
compared to the previous Matamata nats ﬁnal prize giving, with barely
20 people in attendance. This was good to see, and no doubt a result of
the timing, with the nats ﬁnal day being a Saturday, allowing people
time to drive home on the Sunday, and some starting work on the
Monday.

Aerobatics

Chris Wong and his brother
Leonard who helped as line whip
and caller for many pilots.
Tawhai aka “Gears” and
his Dad Kim Webby from
Whangarei. Tawhai ﬂew
Clubman and Basic with
his foam S-Bach

This nats we had a few social events to try and bring everyone
together, a spit roast dinner on the ﬁrst night of the Nats (New Years
Eve), followed by Aggy, and then later a movie night in the hall which
was well attended. A Jet engine from an actual Strike Master was ﬁred
up before midnight, and then on the stroke of 12, the pulse jet control
line model roared into life and ﬂew at the hands of Brendan and Andrew
Robinson. Now that’s how you start the New Year !!! Later in the week
Trina Briggs took a bunch of ladies out on a winery tour. Probably the
only down side, was the lack of camping at the nats, nothing like it used
to be, the northern powered end of the campsite was pretty much
empty, other than a few “Boomers”. The area under the trees in the non
powered section was not too bad, but deﬁnitely less than the usual. I
think the avg age now makes the “motel” option look too good for
some. We setup by “Lake Clareville”, and for the ﬁrst time in a while,
went home with a tent fully in tact, no broken bits.
Over the week we had 20 people ﬂy Aerobatics in some form or
another (eg IMAC, Pattern, Classic), which was great considering the
numbers on boxing day looked like it would be diﬃcult to even run
Aerobatics due to lack of judging power. Some last minute phoning and
texting managed to drum up a few more people. Entering after the
online system has been taken down (it was on Boxing Day) actually
causes some real headaches for the CD, and the Nats results guy Phil
Eldridge. I will explain why … when we start the nats on Day 1, we
receive a ﬁle from Phil for every class we intend to ﬂy (Basic,
Sportsman, Expert etc). Each ﬁle lists the pilots names and their
MFNZ Numbers. At the end of the week we put your ﬁnal scores into
this ﬁle, and send it back to Phil so he can do an import, and then
“Whalla” the Aerobatic scores are all into the nats database at the click
of a button. At the end of the week time is tight, Phil is busy, and lots of
results are coming in. The problem is, if you have entered late, you
name and MFNZ number won’t be in that ﬁle. It causes some extra
work for the CD and for Phil to get your late entry taken care of so your
points go through. There are some improvements that we can make to
help with this situation from an Admin point of view. But you could make
our life a lot easier by entering early, and online, before the online entry
system is closed oﬀ. If you are not sure that you will come to the nats, or
you just don’t know, just enter anyway. It costs you nothing. If you don’t
make it to the nats, or decide not to come, it’s no problem. Just send a
quick text to the CD so they know you aren’t going to be there. From a
CD’s point of view, we would rather people entered online, and didn’t
show up because plans changed, than not enter at all, and then have to
enter late. It means we won’t be left guessing who might show up.
There is no late fee for entering late, and we don’t want to deter people
from coming to the nats. But when you do enter late, you probably don’t
realise that you are actually causing a lot of extra admin. Please keep
that in mind for next time, and if you do enter late, you might ﬁnd you
need to load some beer into the CD’s car, so he can process you
scores .

Rene Redmond with his son in
Law Tarquin who called for him.
The model is a Phil Kraft Kwik
Fly

Expert Pattern ﬂiers

The ﬁrst morning of the nats we started ﬂying IMAC. 5 in Basic, 5 in
Sportsman, 3 in Advanced. There was no one there to ﬂy intermediate,
and with only me signed up to ﬂy Unlimited, that was a non event too.
So with the number of ﬂyers we had, it was no stress, one ﬂightline, and
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lovely calm conditions. Happy Times !!! Before we started, an
impromptu 20 min judging quiz was held, something that we will be
doing more often at events, to try and get those judging skills improved.
Have you read the judging guide lately ? If not, you should, so you can
do your job as a judge with conﬁdence you know what you’re doing. We
did a demo ﬂight of the Basic sequence, for the newbies, and by 9am
we were into the ﬁrst rounds. In Basic Aaron Maitland from way up
north in Tuakau, took a commanding lead ahead of Stephen Collins
from Cambridge who was not far behind ﬁnishing in 2nd. Two Juniors,
Tawhai Webby from Whangarei and Max Briggs from Hamilton battled
it out for 3rd place, with Tawhai eventually edging in front of Max. Stew
Irvine from Auckland had only entered Clubman, but with some
encouragement from the CD, was enrolled to have a go at Basic too,
and he did well for his ﬁrst time, helped by his brother Murray. On the
following afternoon Tony Christiansen also started ﬂying Basic, but
motor trouble put an end to the fun there.

John Knox and
John Danks with
120cc Extra 330SC

Aaron Maitland with his
son Ricki who called for
him in Clubman Pattern
and Basic IMAC

Sportsman was won by John Danks ﬂying John Knox’s 120cc Extra,
and using every inch of our notamed ceiling. Kerry Nichols ﬂying his
100cc Extra 260 ﬁnished up in 2nd place, just ahead of Mike Briggs
ﬂying 150cc Extra. Rounding out the ﬁeld were Ian Hill from Wellington
and Murray Irvine from Nelson.
We had 3 guys ﬂying Advanced, with John Knox taking the win there.
James Farrow from Kapiti managed to take a round oﬀ John to ﬁnish
2nd, ahead of Chris Wong from the Hawkes Bay in 3rd. All 3 guys ﬂying
DA120 powered models.
By midday the ﬁeld was taken over by the Scale SIG who enjoyed the
nice conditions for the rest of the day, and they completed their event
oﬀ the following morning with a bit of time to spare. No stress nats,
things were going well so far.

Stew Irvine and his
brother Murray, with
Stews “Rocket” model.
Stew ﬂew Clubman
Pattern and Basic IMAC
for his ﬁrst time.

All the Clubman ﬂiers with
their models and callers
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Day 2 we were back underway with IMAC in the afternoon, more
known rounds, plus unknowns for the Sportsman and Advanced guys.
By the end of the day we had gotten through plenty of ﬂying, IMAC was
all done, and we managed to get in a round of Classic. The pattern
poles were setup in preparation for the following morning by volunteers
using Andrew Palmers smart phone app to put the poles out, it took a
while to get peoples phones to install the app and get setup, but once
sorted, it made getting those poles in place a lot easier than in previous
years. Have a look at installing “F3A Zone Pro” on your smart phone,
you can use it to mark out the box at you ﬂying site. You don’t need
poles at 150m, a few cones will do the trick, and you can put them out
part way. Give it a go it’s really easy to do, and it will help you with
staying in the box while practising.
Day 3 – Early in the morning we kicked into ﬂying Pattern with 3 rounds
of Clubman, with a really good turnout of 7 guys all keen to give it a go.
Before we started, we did a demo ﬂight and some hints and tips for the
newbies. Clubman was ﬂown over one ﬂightline in calm weather to
start with. Something that was a bonus for us, but not so much for our
friends over the Tasman, due to the massive bushﬁres happening in
Ozzy, the sky looking east was a smokey orange colour, and the sun
looked like the moon. It was really quite strange. This meant we were
able to ﬂy facing directly into the sun, using the box that was set up for
afternoon ﬂying, with it not being a problem at all. Aaron Maitland won
Clubman with his son Ricki calling for him, with some great ﬂying. We
look forward to seeing Aaron at more events in future, and a move up to
Expert Pattern and Sportsman IMAC will no doubt be on the cards
now. Stephen Collins was not far behind in 2nd, ﬂying his Calmato, and
some tidy ﬂying too. A few locals, Lew Woods and Rene Redmond both
came to the nats with Classic models, but opted to ﬂy Clubman
instead. Lew ended up in 3rd, ﬂying his Phoenix, and he managed to
win the 2nd round with some really great ﬂying, and lots of
entertainment along the way. His pitt crew Tarquin and Lew’s grandson
Ruben really had their hands full keeping Lew in tow !!! Max ﬁnished
4th ﬂying the Kwik Fli and got the best landing score of the day, with a
10 from the Judges, for a real “greaser” right down the centre of the
runway. This was Max’s ﬁrst competition ﬂying Basic and Clubman.
Rene Redmond was 5th, his model was also a classic, another Phil
Kraft “Kwik Fli”. Young Tawhai Webby was 6th ﬂying an electric foamy,
keep an eye out for him they have a 90 sized pattern model nearly
ready to go. Stew Irvine was in 7th, another ﬁrst timer, representing
Highbrook club in Auckland, and ﬂying his electric “yellow rocket”.
Really great to see so many guys coming and having a go at Clubman
after our recent intro days held around the country, and our loop roll
and win promo. We have really struggled to get people to come and ﬂy
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Clubman at the nats over the last little while, because of that scary
word “The Nationals”, it seems to cause your avg club guy to shake in
his ﬂying boots at the thought of even putting his gear on charge. In
reality it’s all newbies just having a go, enjoying the fun, and learning
lots. Back in my day (“ok Boomer”) we would have 15 guys ﬂying
“Novice Pattern”, and we had so many entered it was run over two
ﬂightlines and a 7am start !!! So congrats to all 7 who got involved, we
look forward to seeing you at other events around the country this
summer.
Following Clubman Expert Pattern got underway. 5 guys ﬂying Expert,
this is a simple turn around schedule designed to be a step up from
Clubman, and to get you into the mode of learning how to ﬂy “in the
box”. Expert was won by the only Jnr in this class, Sean Galloway ﬂying
an electric model the Matrix. Kerry Nichols was 2nd, he ﬁnally got a
receiver in the Pegasus that he’d bought over a year ago, and had it
setup and test ﬂown the night before. Ian Hill was 3rd, he did well and
won the ﬁrst round. Murray Irvine from Nelson was 4th, great to see him
there representing the south island, he drove to the nats with a car full
of models. Baldrick did not have such a great go at Expert, a dropped
cell in his batteries caused an earlier than expected “arrival” resulting
in under carriage damage that saw him out for the rest of the event.

Murray Irvine from Nelson with
Sebart Mythos

Masters A20 ﬂiers

We ﬂew till midday, and at this stage the Pylon SIG took to the ﬁeld,
with Pattern scheduled to be completed on the afternoon of Day 4.
Pylon ﬁnished oﬀ the next morning with time to spare, and we got
underway on the afternoon of Day 4 in moderate wind, but not too bad,
and straight down the strip.
Masters A20 was ﬂown by Ewan Galloway and John Danks.
Unfortunately with only 2 guys ﬂying it was not an oﬃcial “nats” event
as far as nats points goes, but it was still ﬂown never the less. These
guys swapped round wins every time they ﬂew, and the ﬁnal result was
only 4 points separating the two, with JD taking home the silver.
F3A was ﬂown over 3 rounds, with 4 guys ﬂying. Frazer Briggs, Hamish
Galloway, John Knox and Chris Wong. It was Glow vs Electric. Frazer
and Chris running YS, vs Hamish and John electric power. This was
also the ﬁrst contest ﬂying the new P21 schedule. The results ﬁnished
in that same order with some close ﬂying between Frazer and Hamish.
The last thing we needed to do was ﬁnish ﬂying Classic. By now the
weather had calmed oﬀ to almost nothing, and we completed two more
rounds of the classic schedule. Frazer had his 61 powered Hanno
“Magic”, Ewan and Hamish ﬂew the “Twister”, Stephen Collins ﬂew a
“UFO”. Kerry and Murray ﬂew non classic models. As mentioned
earlier, Lew and Rene also had classic models, but opted to ﬂy
Clubman. So overall there were 5 true classic models at the nats, and
with this class starting to gain momentum, I’m sure we will see more in
the future. Something mentioned at the AGM, we will post some info
here about “who is building what” as far as classic models go, to try and
harness the momentum and keep it rolling. Classic was a lot of fun for
the guys that ﬂew it, and it made for a really great end to the week’s
ﬂying.
During the nats, our AGM was held one evening. The meeting went
through pretty quickly, the committee is pretty much the same. We
thanked outgoing committee member Mike Wilson for his help last
year, and welcomed Aaron Maitland onto the committee. The main
topic of discussion during general business being the timing of the
nats. We had a number of people that simply could not make the nats
this year due to its timing being over new years, and other
commitments. For the “Boomers” it’s not a problem, but for people with
young families, going away to the beach and doing “family stuﬀ” is
taking precedence over going to Clareville (the middle of nowhere) and
ﬂying model planes. The problem we have coming up for the next nats,
the timing is even worse. Take a look at a calendar and you will see.
The ﬁrst “Monday” that people might go back to work is the 4th Jan.
Timing the nats to ﬁnish on the Saturday prior will mean an even earlier
start, with contest ﬂying needing to be started on 29th December.
These are the same dates the nationals used to be run to for a long
time until we pushed for an “after new years start”. So the question is, if
the nats started after new years, will you be there ? When do you think
you will be back at work ? Would we get the same numbers if it was
pushed out by a week ? This nats was a great turnout for a Clareville
Nats with 160 people registering, so clearly this timing worked for a lot
of people. At the ﬁnal prizegiving a quick show of hands poll was taken,
with a massive majority preferring the “over new years” dates that were
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Advanced IMAC ﬂyers

3 Classic Models, Ruben with Grandads Phoenix 7, Bogan with the
Hanno Prettner Magic, and Stephen Collins with a UFO

just run. Of course those that couldn’t make it were not there to vote the
other way, so we will doing an online poll in the next month or so. Reply
to the poll so we have some numbers to work on. Talking to many
“RC1” guys during the week, they were all ok with the nats starting
later, and none of them are even thinking about work till mid January
anyway. Had the nats started on 3rd Jan, we might have had another
10 guys ﬂying Aerobatics over the week. That would have meant two
ﬂightlines in some classes to get it all through. We drove home from the
nats in wild windy weather on the Sunday, and it was like that in
Masterton for the next few days, so actually the result would have been
perhaps a few more people entered, but a lot of standing around
unable to ﬂy because it was too windy, and no doubt some broken
tents.
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My road to the 72nd Nationals
Tawhai Webby, with assistance from Marie and Kim Webby
Starting up the Tomboy
(with PAW 80 engine)

After the Waiharoa Nats
last year, I had many
great schemes. Last
year we had to visit
Repco a couple of times,
so it was fairly obvious
that we would need a
new van.
In preparation for the
2020 Nats, Dad (Kim)
and I attended some
events including
Highbrook, where I was
Tawhai and his charging
given a new model,
station
which required 4S
batteries. A local club member, Mr Walker, loaned me 5 batteries to add
to my two. This brought up a new problem; we would have to charge all
these batteries in order to ﬂy multiple RC events. As a solution, Dad
bought a second charger and with it I built a charging station out of a
metal toolbox. We had intended to use the club solar panel to charge a
deep cycle battery, but it didn’t work as well as hoped, so Daniel Walker
loaned us a caravan lead. He also loaned us a minifridge, and we
upgraded to a powered site. This was a big step up in camping luxury,
as we could have ‘camping essentials’ such as Magnums and ginger
beer.

Launching the Ascender in
Vintage E Rubber.

On the way down to the Nats, Dad drove, I slept. We left home on the
28th of December and headed to Palmerston North to see Owen
Rogers, a long-time friend. We also saw Mr and Mrs Howser, who
happened to be visiting him on the way to the Nats too.
The next day we stopped by Woodville to prowl through the secondhand shops, where we found some bargain Asics shoes, for only 10
bucks!
When we got to the showgrounds at Clareville, we drove around
looking for the perfect spot next to the pond (picturesque Lake
Clareville, as Dad would say).
On the 30th we test ﬂew control line aerobatics on the oval, then
scooted over to RC1 to practice and familiarise with the site. The place
was deserted, so we were worried that there wasn’t going to be any
aerobatics! During the day, camp neighbours arrived from far and
wide, and there was a welcome barbeque dinner. I had to save Dad
some tucker, since he was busy mowing and raking the control-line
circle.

Prepping for Aggy

Contest day 1: the 31st of January
We had a 6am start to get over to RC1 for pilot brieﬁng. Frazer kindly let
me ﬂy ﬁrst, because both Dad and I were also ﬂying control-line the
same day – over at the showgrounds. I ﬂew two rounds (4 schedules)
of Basic IMAC with Frazer calling for us newbies. The conditions were
a light, thermally breeze, and it went pretty well!
Once we were done, we hot-footed it over to the oval for control-line
Sportsman Aerobatics and for dad to ﬂy F2B. Because the contest had
already started, we had to catch up by ﬂying both our rounds 1 and 2
while everyone else was on round 2.
After 3 rounds each, we went straight into Classic Stunt, with me ﬂying
my red J P (Jet Provost), which was originally built by my uncle Grant in
the early 70s and still has the original OS 15 engine. Dad was ﬂying his
Space Bound, with his OS10 which he bought as a teenager. Mr Keith
Renecle from South Africa ﬂew Classic with Kevin Barnes’ ‘Oriental’,
after he had judged F2B.
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We picked up a spit roast dinner, before skedaddling to the railway
station to pick up my sister Marie and heading out to Aggy. This year
competitors had to wear helmets. Marie timed for me, and I ﬂew dad’s
old Tomboy, powered by a PAW 80. I test ﬂew it to make sure all was
working well then had to keep whacking the propeller to keep it warm
while we waited. Just before the start, the wind changed 180 degrees,
so we had to move the ﬂight line down into the next paddock.
At the starting hooter, lots of little engines roared into life and models
ﬂew everywhere. Reece and his sisters were ﬂying Ebenezers, which
spiralled up and down pretty rapidly. Cynthia’s model buzzed around at
waist height in tight circles, causing havoc on the start line.
The sunset was super hazy and bright pink, because of the Aussie
bush ﬁres. The time keepers had an interesting job keeping an eye on
the models silhouetted against the ﬂuoro sky. After half an hour, it was
almost dark, and everyone was puﬀed!
When we got back to the camp, it was movie night in the hall followed
by the crew starting up a Viper jet engine on the oval. It roared into life
with two metres of ﬂames shooting out the back! Towards midnight,
there was a countdown for Andrew Robinson’s pulse jet, which actually
started a couple of minutes after midnight and spun in glowing circles
with a loud low-pitched roar.
Then oﬀ to bed at last!
Contest day 2: (the 1st of January)
We had a quiet morning ﬂying Vintage Catapult Glider where I ﬂew a
1936 Hervat. I decided to do the oﬃcial ﬂights early when there wasn’t
too much lift around, but probably could have waited and got better
ﬂights later on when it warmed up.
In the afternoon, we did two more rounds of IMAC, in hot as conditions.
That night we were able to have a quieter camp dinner, then in the
evening we did Catapult and Hand Launch Gliders. On my last oﬃcial, I
got a ﬁfty-ﬁve second chuckie ﬂight and saw some epic ﬂights by the
experts. Marie had a go on Mr Barnes catapult glider after spending the
evening timing and did a great ﬂight!

They also had the last round of Classic. Ewan and Hamish Galloway’s
model had a Webra 61 with venturi muﬄer, which was pretty loud and
extra speedy. At the end of the schedule they did the ‘beat up’ which
was to ﬂy as fast and as low and possible. Frazer ﬂew so low that he
had to hop over the fence at the end of the strip!
In the evening there was Hangar Rat. We saw some awesome ﬂying
machines made from stick, tissue and rubber. Mr Jackson from our
club did a demo ﬂight of his mylar covered F1L model. It was so slow
and majestic and apparently weighed a mere 1.4 grams!
Contest day 5 (4th of January)
Our last event was Vintage E Rubber, out at RC3; the Vintage site. The
conditions were perfect; calm and warm. The old-timers magically
ﬂoated high in the sky, some of them way up near the clouds. I did two
oﬃcial ﬂights with my 125% Ascender, using a 180mA 2S battery. They
were my best ﬂights so far, at just over ten minutes, but not a patch on
Kyla’s 40 odd minute ﬂights. I could learn a thing or two from Kyla and
her grandfather!
Len and the boys arrived and gathered me up for a mystery mission,
which turned out to be the portaloo run. We gathered them up and took
them back to Masterton. Turns out Len is pretty amazing at backing
portaloos!
Back at the camp, we had to set up for prizegiving. Me and the boys
had to set up chairs and tables, then Mrs Shorer got us buttering bread.
Then there was prizegiving, ﬁnishing up with improvised table tennis
on a couple of trestle tables and upturned plastic cups for the net. Joe
(Wurts) and I duelled it out. After dark there was more ‘go home stay
home’.
Sunday!!!
Good byes to new and old friends and packing up camp. The beautiful
weather held up until we were almost loaded, then down came a light
misty rain. Overall, it was a great Nats with near perfect conditions.

Josh, Daniel and I (the ‘cool kids’ according to Len) played ‘go home
stay home’ in the darkness on the oval late into the night.
Contest day 3: (the 2nd of January)
We had an early start again for Clubman Aerobatics. Frazer angled the
ﬂight line in line with the wind without having to worry about the pilots
looking into the sun, since the sky was all weird and smoky, thanks to
the Aussie sun ﬁlter.
There was quite a big range of models (and ages of pilots) in Clubman
with a classic Kwik Fli, to larger IMAC models, and my foamie. We ﬂew
three rounds to ﬁnish the contest.
In the afternoon was Pylon, which was FAST AND FURIOUS!
Anthony (Ant) from Highbrook, asked me to call for him in Quickie 500
Sport Pylon, so I had to wear a helmet and go out into the ﬂight zone. It
was my job to say when the light came on to signal when the model had
gone past the pylon and could turn. I have an ARF kit for a Quickie 500
model, so there is a future project in the works!
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In the later afternoon, we went to the Carterton playground to run in the
barrels to satisfy Marie’s nostalgia. We then had ice blocks, and
dropped Marie oﬀ at the station, to go back to Welly. Afterwards Dad
and I went down to the river south of Carterton (the traditional Nats
swimming hole) for a swim. In the evening there was indoor ﬂying in the
hall with Peanut and Kit scale.
Contest day 4 (3rd of January)
Pylon again! This time I did some more calling for Ant, then was posted
out on the top mark looking for cuts (cutting corners). Dad did some
time-keeping and lap counting.
F3D models were insanely fast! Len and the ‘cool kids’ (Josh, Daniel
and me), as well as Fleur the dog escaped for a swim. We’d
ﬁnishedR/C Clubman, so Expert, Masters and F3A Aerobatics were
ﬂying. They had been waiting patiently all week watching us ﬂy and
judging the various classes. It was exciting to see how the pros did it!
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David James (PN) – 06 3543452, 0272447782

Committee
Aneil Patel (Auckland), Dave Griﬃn (Christchurch), Joe Wurts
(Hawkes Bay), John Shaw (Timaru), Allan Knox (Wellington) & Peter
Williams (Paraparaumu)
Soaring SIG email:
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com
News & info at:
http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs/soaring.html
Facebook;
NZ Soaring SIG & NZ R/C Soaring.
Postal address:
41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston North. 4412
Welcome to 2020. Hopefully another great year of Soaring. Please
check out the calendar below and please advise us if you have any
soaring event to add to the list.
Following a very successful Nationals Soaring week we have two big
soaring events this year. The Soar Champs on the 2nd to 5th April and
the Asia Paciﬁc Open (APO) International F3K event to be held 13th to
15th November, both in Hawkes Bay. More details below and to follow.
The soaring AGM was held on the 4th January at the Clareville
National Champs. Minutes of the previous meeting, Presidents and
Treasurers reports were accepted. Election of oﬃcers sees the reelection of the 2019 team unopposed. Remits for F5J NDC, Landing
rule addition and Thermal B NDC rule clariﬁcation was passed. Please
go to https://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs/soaring.html to download
the latest NZ Soaring rulebook and Soaring calendar.
Upcoming events.
Mar NDC Event #73, F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
Mar NDC Event #74, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
Mar NDC Event #75, ALES Radian Class P
Mar 20th - 22nd NI Aerotow Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Mar 21st - 22nd NI F3K Rd 1 NI Series Hawkes Bay
Apr NDC Event #76, Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
Apr NDC Event #77, ALES Radian Class P
Apr NDC Event #78, FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Raw Scores )
Apr 2nd Soar SIG Soarchamps - F3B (Rd 1 NI Series) - Hawkes Bay
Apr 3rd Soar SIG Soarchamps - Premier Duration - Hawkes Bay
Apr 4th Soar SIG Soarchamps - F5J & ALES Radian - Hawkes Bay
Apr 5th Soar SIG Soarchamps - F3K - Hawkes Bay
Apr 17th - 19th NI Aerotow Aorangi Road, Hawkes Bay.
Apr 25th - 27th SI Aerotow Omarama.
May NDC Event #79, Thermal D (F500)
May NDC Event #80, Thermal B (10 min)
May NDC Event #81, ALES 123 Class N
May 9th - 10th NI F3B Round 2 NI Series - Hawkes Bay
Jun NDC Event #82, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
Jun NDC Event #83, F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
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Jun
Jun
Jul
Jul
Jul
Jul
Jul
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov

NDC Event #84, ALES Radian Class P
6th - 7th NI F3K Round 2 NI Series - Levin
NDC Event #85, Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
NDC Event #86, Thermal A (Open)
NDC Event #87, FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Raw Scores )
NDC Event #88, ALES 123 Class N
11th - 12th NI F3B Round 3 NI Series - Hawkes Bay
31st - 8th August World Champs FAI F3J - Slovakia
29th - 30th NI Electric FAI F5J, Hawkes Bay
19th - 20th F3B Round 4 NI Series - Hawkes Bay
10th - 11th Southern Fling F3K & Rnd 3 NI F3K - Venue TBA
13th - 15th International Asia Paciﬁc Open F3K Competition Hawkes Bay.
Dec 5th - 6th FAI F5J - Christchurch

2020 F3J Team trials
The 2020 NZ F3J team trials were held at the National champs in
Clareville. The top ﬁve NZ scores went to Joe Wurts, John Shaw,
Kevin Botherway, Peter Glassey and Peter Williams. Kevin & Joe are
conﬁrmed with the 3rd team member to be decided.
MFNZ 72nd National Championships 2020
This year the National champs were back in Clareville from 31st Dec 4th January 2020. Thanks to Ian Harvey for notes on days 1, 2 & 4.
Thanks to LCM photography for the photos.
Day one:
Soaring kicked oﬀ with ALES 200 (electric launch to 200m only) with a
ﬁeld of 17 ﬂiers. This basic, enjoyable contest was satisfyingly (for him)
won by John Shaw in light, thermally conditions. It was good to see
some ﬂiers entering this contest even ﬂying Radians, which, if ﬂown
well, kept up with the big plastic ships. A lone Australian competitor
(Andrew Meyer from Adelaide) ﬂew well into 4th place behind Andrew
Hiscock and Peter Williams. This was a four-round contest.
In the afternoon, the winches were run out into the prevailing South
East wind as four rounds of Premier Duration were initiated for those
who enjoyed the freedom of the unencumbered pure gliders. Again, the
usual suspects of Botherway, Wurts, Williams and Shaw (with Aussie
Meyer following) in that
Peter Williams
order taking top spots.
concentrating
The 12 minute ﬂying slot
on getting a perfect
landing
to get the 10 min max
took a bit of the
pressure oﬀ everyone
trying to get into the air
at the same time.
Day two:
A whole day of F3J oﬀ
winches eventually got
underway under
cloudless milky skies,
sullied by the remnants
of the Australian bush
ﬁres. Light northerly
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Pete Glassey launching
his Snipe F3K

Joe Wurts launching his Snipe

generated lift to eke out more ﬂight time. Joe Wurts demonstrated this
to great eﬀect by running down ﬁeld to stand under the trees to position
this glider in the right spot to soar oﬀ the rising air, then rushing back to
the spot to eﬀect an on-the-spot landing.
There was a great variation in launch heights, ranging from as low as
85m (which may have been a motor problem) up to up over 220m.
Three rounds of Radian ALES were then ﬂown (7min max) with a good
number of extra entrants arriving at the ﬁeld for the contest. There were
some great ﬂights recorded in some rounds while in others pilots were
scratching for a max. Some breakages were experienced that were
largely ﬁxed on the ﬁeld demonstrating the hardiness of these fun
gliders.
Kevin Botherway launches
Andrew Meyers Maxa

winds prevailed for the morning with the predicted and forecasted
strong west to NW winds not arriving until later in the day. Eight rounds
were eventually ﬂown with the worst round dropped in the ﬁnal scoring.
There was some tight contests with good lift around and the top spot in
each round being decided on mere seconds and landing points. There
was the occasional ﬂy oﬀ, but fortunate for these, they could be
dropped from the ﬁnal scoring. This allowed Joe Wurts to grab top spot
and Shaw and Aussie Meyer to take the minor placings. This day-two
F3J contest and the day one Premier Duration contests were used as
team selection for the up-coming F3J international contests, with Joe,
Kevin and John Shaw being invited to join the team.
Day Three
The ﬁeld was a little tight for the F3B course but after some
measurements done with the help of all we ﬁnally got setup almost into
wind. Eleven entries meant we needed a few helpers for distance and
plenty of walking 200m winch lines during a another hot day. It was
Andrew Myers (Australia) 2nd or 3rd F3B competition with no other
experience on the speed or distance course he did real well to ﬁnish
5th overall. John Shaw ﬂew a Maxa Stormic well into 3rd place and Joe
Wurts managed a blistering run in speed to un-oﬃcially beat the NZ
record with a 14.04 second speed run. Unfortunately the oﬃcials
suggested that the B base button may have been pre-empted so we
were not prepared to lodge it as a NZ claim.
Day Four
The majority of the day was dedicated to electric F5J, with ALES
switches indicting gliding initiation height at the end of the ﬂight.
Ballast was ﬁtted and removed constantly as the wind conditions
varied throughout the day. There were great boomer thermals as well
as soggy sink that tested some of the less experienced pilots. With the
wind blowing at right angles to two lines of trees, several pilots used the
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At 6 o’clock, a rather smaller ﬁeld turned up for the mass Radian launch
at the oval at the showground's. The all up last down was won by Rob
Morgan followed by Andrew Myer and Ian Harvey and then a knock-out
precision ﬂight and landing contest was eventually won by Joe,
amongst the mayhem.
Day Five
Strong turnout for this competition with a few only travelling and
entering this one for Nats. We were oﬀered RC1 Field which was
beautifully prepared and all aerobatics had been completed so we had
a late entry – Frazer Briggs who no doubt has the talent for ﬂying just
needs practice not having a fan up front. Finishing in eighth place for a
once a year competitor did really well. Conditions varied during the 7
round competition and there we quite few land outs at various times.
Richard Thompson and Wynn Robins featured well in the results.
NDC F3K tasks updated in 2020!
Please Note! - NDC F3K Hand Launch tasks remain the same BUT the
latest 2020 FAI Volume F3 RC Soaring rule book F3K Task D has been
changed so therefore please ensure you are aware of this before ﬂying
the NDC event. NZ F3K NDC rules are as follows:
F3K
a) All references to national teams, team managers etc. do not apply.
b) For NDC Competitions, Fly tasks B, D, G & H only. Total is sum of
raw scores.
c) Tasks are from the FAI Sporting Code Section 4 Aeromodelling
Volume F3 Radio control Soaring Model Aircraft NOT NZ Class I.
FAI Tasks:
5.7.11.2. Task B (Next to last and last ﬂight)
Each competitor has an unlimited number of ﬂights, but only the next to
last and the last ﬂight will be scored.
Maximum time per ﬂight is 240 seconds for 10 minutes working time. If
the number of competitors is large, the maximum ﬂight time may be
reduced to 180 seconds and 7 minutes working time.
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Example:
1st ﬂight 65 s
2nd ﬂight 45 s
3rd ﬂight 55 s
4th ﬂight 85 s
Total score: 55 s + 85 s = 140 s
5.7.11.4.Task D (Two ﬂights)
Each competitor has two (2) ﬂights. These two ﬂights will be added
together. The maximum accounted single ﬂight time is 300 seconds.
Working time is 10 minutes.
5.7.11.7. Task G (Five longest ﬂights)
Each competitor has an unlimited number of ﬂights. Only the best ﬁve
ﬂights will be added together. The maximum accounted single ﬂight
time is 120 seconds.
Working time is 10 minutes.
5.7.11.8. Task H (One, two, three and four minute target ﬂight times,
any order)
During the working time, each competitor has an unlimited number of
ﬂights. He has to achieve four ﬂights each of diﬀerent target ﬂight times
duration. The target ﬂight times are 60, 120, 180 and 240 seconds in
any order. Thus the competitor’s four longest ﬂights ﬂown in the
working time are assigned to the four target ﬂight times, so that his
longest ﬂight is assigned to the 240 seconds target ﬂight time, his 2nd
longest ﬂight to the 180 seconds target ﬂight time, his 3rd longest ﬂight
to the 120 seconds target ﬂight time and his 4th longest ﬂight to the 60
seconds target ﬂight time. Only the ﬂight time up to the target ﬂight time
is taken into account for scoring.
Working time is 10 minutes.
Example: Flight time Scored time
1st ﬂight 63 s = 60 s
2nd ﬂight 239 s = 239 s
3rd ﬂight 182 s = 180 s
4th ﬂight 90 s = 90 s
Total score of this task would be 60 s + 239 s + 180 s + 90 s = 569 s
NZ Soarchamps 2020
The 2020 Soarchamps will be held in Hawkes Bay on the 2nd thru to
the 5th April. We have decided to move the Soarchamps back to the
ﬁrst part of the year like the "old days" but also to free up
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October/November for the APO. Events will be April 2nd F3B (also
Round 1 NI Series), April 3rd Premier Duration, April 4th F5J & ALES
Radian and April 5th F3K.
As always it should be four days of great soaring and camaraderie.
Entry form at https://tinyurl.com/suo4cjp
2021 FAI World Champs selections
The F5J team selection for the 2021 World Champs will be at the 2 day
F5J event in Hawkes Bay on 29 & 30 August. The Rain-date will be the
Christchurch F5J event on 5 & 6 December.
The F3K team selection for the 2021 World Champs will be at the 2 day
Southern Fling F3K event on 9 & 10 October. The Rain-date will be the
APO in Hawkes Bay on 13 - 15 November.

2020 Asia Paciﬁc Open
The 2020 Asia Paciﬁc Open (APO) International F3K event is to be
held 13th to 15th November in Hawkes Bay. This will be a major event
on the NZ Soaring calendar with competitors from New Zealand,
Australia and Asia. We have 16 responses to date, with 5 international
entries already entered. Please mark your calendars now. More details
to follow.
Entry form at https://tinyurl.com/tr8jsfg
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Vintage
SIG

Vintage, had the largest entry of any SIG. Great, but wouldn’t it be
even better to see more than double those numbers, how can we
manage that, there’s the challenge.
As expected the competition was challenging and with the weather
playing ball, being the best ever, thermals abounded if you got the
timing right. As Wayne wrote “The ﬂying site was very good, and we

Barrie Russell
.Welcome to this my ﬁrst report
as your Vintage scribe. May I
commence by thanking Dave
Crook for his eﬀorts over the
past two years, and also
Wayne and Bernard for their
contributions, long may they
continue. I hope I can maintain
their high standard of reporting
and encouragement.
Now to work, and ﬁrst up is the
72nd M F N Z Nationals at
Carterton. I headed oﬀ with
some misgiving about the New
Year timing and a windy
forecast but the closer I got to
Clareville the less my
conscience seemed to bother
me and the weather was
stunning and continued so for
the duration of the Nats. Grant
and I set up camp
Fulton/Russell Ritz at the
headquarters and as usual
enjoyed the outdoor
experience though it seems
that the majority of Vintagers
opted for a less threatening
lifestyle in the city of Carterton.
The camp was noticeably
quieter this year, (Rowdy was
in a motel!). Vintage entries
were enough for good
competition, 19 participants
from 9 clubs giving rise to 101
entries. Pleasing to see that
Vintage overall, including FF

should all thank Don
Mossop for his toil on the
very hot afternoon of 31
December, to do a ﬁnal
hand mowing. Thanks
also to Don for being CD
throughout – an onerous
task that he handled
calmly and eﬀectively.”
There was some great
competitive spirit all
round and to mention just
a few, there were some
notable eﬀorts.
Grant Fulton winning
Classical Precision, his
ﬁrst ever National vintage
competition, David Gush
with consistent high
ﬂying results, and Kyla
Fisher winning Vintage E
Rubber with an
outstanding performance
under the watchful eye of
her grandfather John
Butcher.

CD Don Mossop in the “Chair”
smiling and helpful as always &
below is our playground
Top to bottom:
Bryan Treloar to the fore in
the Vintage Precision ﬂyoﬀ, vying with Allan, David
and Barrie.
Grant Fulton receiving his
ﬁrst ever trophy . Classic
Precision. “Go the Bay!”
Kyla piloting with
encouragement from
Granddad. Did I spy a tear
there John?
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The Vintage SIG AGM

Bernard Scott
& Playboy

Peter Townsend
& Civy Boy

This was held on Thursday 2nd after ﬂying and attended by fourteen
members. Chairman Don’s report included thanks to Allan Knox for his
ongoing work with NDC, Dave Crook and Tony Gribble for their
contribution to NI Rallies and Peter Townsend for his work developing
an Excel spreadsheet for tabulating results at future rallies and
nationals, and Bernard Scott with his signiﬁcant AVANZ contribution.
Election of SIG Committee and Oﬃcers: The following were
nominated and accepted as SIG Committee members and/or Oﬃcers
for 2020;
Chairman/Sec.
Don Mossop
Treasurer
Jan Butcher
AVANZ Editor
Bernard Scott
NI Rally Organisers
Dave Crook and Tony Gribble
S NI Rally Organisers
Jonathan Shorer, Bryan Treloar,
Stuart Cox
MFNZ Scribe
Barrie Russell
AVANZ Plans Service
Mark Venter
Committee:

David Gush
& Glow Worm

Nats regular
Allan Knox

A group of intrepid and consistent performers all, Wayne above with his
1/2E Texaco Strato Streak. Terry Beaumont’s well performing Bomber,
and my Night Train approaching the spot
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Jan Butcher, Wayne Cartwright,
Dave Crook, Tony Gribble,
Allan Knox, Don Mossop,
Barrie Russell, Bernard Scott,
Bryan Treloar, Mark Venter.

From the General Business Session, the main points were;
1. State or current Vintage Rules. Most seemed satisﬁed and
suggested that we consider a “rules freeze” for the coming year.
2. Schedule of Vintage Rallies and North Island Champs. The
schedule has been negotiated by Dave Crook and Tony Gribble
and stays the same as published last year.
The NNI Series 2020
February 22 and 23 – Tuakau.
March 14 to 16 – North Island Championships – Airsail
April 18 and 19 – Blackfeet
May 30 and 31 – Tuakau
The SNI Series at LEVIN. 2020
Bob Burling 15 and 16 February
Gareth Newton 18 and 19 April
John Selby 19 and 20 September.
3. Nationals – improvements: an important concept to retain is that
there be no overlap between scheduled Vint FF and Vint RC
events at future Nationals to avoid disadvantaging contestants.
(Moved by Wayne Cartwright, Seconded by Don Mossop and
carried). The timing of future Nationals was discussed – there was
unanimous agreement among Vintage ﬂyers present that the Nats
should be held after New Year in early Jan. Family commitments
were believed to be an important reason why some folk don’t
come to the Nationals.
STOP PRESS…. Len Drabble, President of Model Flying New
Zealand, has announced the situation of the 2021 Nationals.
Quote "The Nats will be back at Carterton for 2021 on the
following dates. Registration will be on Sunday the 3rd of
January, Monday the 4th ﬁrst day of competition and Friday
the 8th will be prize giving as well as a rain day if required.
4. Promoting Vintage Flying: the example of MFHB Club and their
approach to developing interest in Vintage ﬂying was led by Barrie.
Model Flying Hawkes Bay holds regular vintage mornings each
Thursday and encourages participation in NDC events each
month. The general consensus was that NDC is a useful tool to
get folk interested in Vintage ﬂying. Allan Knox made an
impassioned plea for all to support NDC, following his very
successful example within the Wellington / Levin region over the
past few years. AVANZ and the Vintage SIG column in Model
Flying World were also considered important forums to spread the
interest wider. Bernard Scott and Barrie Russell, the new MF
World scribe, are keen to receive copy from Vintage ﬂyers.
Vintage promotion, Vintage NDC and Vintage LEADERBOARD.
Perhaps I should introduce this next section as “My Vintage Editorial”
and if this stirs up some comment, criticism or plaudits, so be it. I would
dearly like to hear from all those voices out there, this is your SIG.
Being a newcomer to Vintage, I’m pretty passionate about the SIG and
the more I build, ﬂy, meet and compete, the more I realize I’m not alone
in my passions. As modellers, we draw our pleasure from the various
aspects of the hobby, be it building, sport ﬂying, socialising or ﬂying
competitively as suits our own needs. I believe that “Vintage” is in the
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envious position of being able to satisfy all the above to some degree
better than most other disciplines under MFNZ’s umbrella.
I am a great believer in the value of competition within our sport across
most disciplines, but especially here in the RC Vintage ﬁeld where the
challenges are simple; you ﬂy a time and land to a spot. Judging is
objective and one person can compete. When I joined our club some
thirty-ﬁve years ago, competition was a regular feature, Aerobatics,
Scale, Pylon, landing and gliding comps, and club days used to buzz
and our ﬂying improved as a result. Over the past 25 years this aspect
has waned into oblivion for all the many reasons we know about,
change of life style, family commitments and work pressures,
electronics, ARF’s, OSH, CAA, Sport etc and the list goes on. Here at
MFHB, although our membership has grown to over 100, club Sunday
activity would be less than half it was a few years back and the only
competitive and organized ﬂying belongs to the soaring boys who now
mainly operate from an alternative ﬁeld, and our vintagers, who as a
group, meet regularly on a Thursday morning and any other time
suitable weather and conditions permit. We usually ﬂy some
impromptu competition depending who’s there and with what. From
small beginnings three years ago, just Brett and myself, we now have
ten building and ﬂying quite regularly. Seven of those are competitive
within the club, three of whom at a National level and the others happy
to join in with sport ﬂying. We also have a growing number of
“watchers” in the wings.
If as a group, we were just sport ﬂying… I believe the interest here at
MFHB wouldn’t have lasted beyond the ﬁrst year or so, but because
we have our impromptu competitions, NDC & Leaderboard and also
challenge ourselves against the conditions and each other, our ﬂying
has some purpose and interest is growing. As well, whilst the majority
of the club members are buying and ﬂying ARF’s or other people’s
models, the Vintagers are reveling in their rekindled building skills. In
the past 18 months we’ve had a club build of six Night trains, and
currently there are four E/Rubber Lanzo Cabins built or nearing
completion, in addition to numerous other models.
Where am I going, is that it is pretty obvious that I believe that
competition is at the heart of a successful vintage movement. In an
ideal world it would be great if hordes of members turned up at the Nats
or NI Champs or Tuakau or Levin etc, but for all the obvious reasons,
we know that’s not going to happen. A lot of us just happen to be
getting older, we have other commitments, family, ﬁnancial costs,
health restrictions and again the list goes on. BUT we do have NDC
and the Leaderboard! I’m the new boy on the block here and I guess
some say, “been there, done that”. However, I do know what a boost it
has been to our operation here in the Bay. We now have a suﬃcient
range of models to have some members competing in some discipline
each month. As a group we’re becoming more competitive, learning to
trim and ﬂy our models better and always on the lookout to build
another model for another competition. The spinoﬀ is that other club
members are taking an interest in what we are doing and I see our
vintage base growing. We are always going to have just “Sport
Flyers”, I know not everyone is competitive, but just by association
they get more out of the vintage movement and are not beyond having
a go.
Looking at Allan’s published NDC results; I must say I was surprised at
the lack of entries from the majority of clubs, especially north of
Manawatu and Hawkes Bay. I believe that the NDC competition could
be a vehicle for enormous growth in the Vintage Field given the right
exposure and encouragement. The Vintage SIG is in the ideal
position of not having to look outside MFNZ for members; we have the
whole of the membership to feed from. Those who would enjoy getting
back to grass roots stick and tissue, those who have had their ﬁll of
power ﬂying and ﬁnd power competitions a bit like watching paint
drying ! Those battling with the logistics, ramiﬁcations and ﬁnancial
cost of large aircraft, and those who are getting older and want a more
relaxing aspect of the hobby. Vintage and NDC ticks so many boxes
and allow competition to take place without having to leave home, not
having to face the burden of travel and associated cost, eﬀort and
time.

prosper. I believe our mission now is to ﬁnd ambassadors in those
missing clubs and regions who will spread the enthusiasm and
organize regular NDC participation. Look out Christchurch, Allan is
coming!
If it is not already happening, it is not an onerous task for a member in
each area to take a lead and prepare a Vintage Email list and a phone
contact of those interested and arrange regular ﬂying sessions,
leading to some NDC participation (as we do here in the Bay). I know
some face diﬃculties with ﬂying sites and height regulations, but keen
vintagers seem to ﬁnd ways to satisfy their ﬂying needs and I
encourage all interested to have a go.
The Leaderboard is another excellent string to our bow as provided by
the Vintage RC Top 10 Leader Boards 2020. To Quote Wayne, “ The
purpose of the Vintage SIG Leader Boards is to increase enjoyment of
competition ﬂying by showing ﬂiers how well they are doing relative to
others. The scores posted are from the Nationals, NDC, the North
Island Champs, NNI Series events, and Levin events. As well, any
other score signed oﬀ by an independent timekeeper may be
submitted to me. The top 10 scores are posted and updated
throughout the year, just prior to each issue of AVANZ News. The
Leader Boards run for each calendar year, after which they are deleted
and started afresh. However, the record for each class is maintained
over time, and shown in italics with the year in which it was set. All
results for the Leaderboard to Wayne Cartwright “
rwcartwright4@gmail.com

RC Vintage E Rubber.

I would like to highlight a vintage class each issue, and for me, the
outstanding class at this year’s Nats was the E/Rubber. Don Mossop
summed the comp up when he said…. “Vintage E Rubber Texaco was
ﬁercely competed this year with 8 contestants. Kyla Fisher (Gollywock)
was a clear winner who ﬂew 2 consistent ﬂights totalling nearly 80
minutes. David Gush, with another Gollywock was 2nd and Don
Mossop (Stormont Aust Record Stick) was 3rd.” I competed with my
Voodoo and got sorely put in my place when ﬂying skills and tactics
came to the fore and we saw some excellent performances from the
winners.
Trevor Glogau’s
latest “Streamliner”

Barrie Russell’s
“Voodoo”

I think Allan’s eﬀort with the NDC exempliﬁes what I’m alluding to. His
enthusiasm and inﬂuence on the Wellington / Manawatu areas and
further aﬁeld to here in the Hawkes Bay and elsewhere, has reaped
huge rewards for the Vintage movement, and I’ve no doubt that he has
infected enough members in those areas for the NDC competition to
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Don Mossop
with Australian Record Stick

This is such a challenging class where choosing the right model and
power supply (refer to Wayne’s excellent article Designs for E/Rubber
Texaco in the July 2019 MFW) is so important. Building light and then
acquiring the ﬂying skills and the right tactics for the prevailing
conditions. Peter Townshend has produced some incredibly light
models with wing loadings at or below an astounding 3.5 oz sq ft. My
ﬁrst eﬀort got down to 4.16 oz and I thought I was doing well! More than
any other class, I think E/Rubber building and ﬂying epitomises the
Vintage movement. Let’s hope we see some new and interesting
models in the class and a lot more competition.
AVANZ News The Association of Vintage Aero modellers NZ produce
this electronic bi-monthly newsletter for members to enjoy. It is
currently edited by Bernard Scott and is an excellent publication
keeping us up to date with vintage aeromodelling in NZ. Any MFNZ
member may join the SIG and all that you need is to email Bernard

David Gush
with a Gollywock

Scott with your email address and a request to be added to the mailing
list to receive all the AVANZ publishing notiﬁcations. I heartily
encourage MFNZ members to add their names to the list.
In closing, remember, vintage is like “The Maple Kind”. No, I haven’t
gone gaga (not yet), have a look at this delightful video and all will be
revealed, putting words into one’s mouth! It’s a dog’s life!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKXOLPmfr6k
Remember, I crave your thoughts, criticism, new builds, ﬂying
experiences and contributions to this our vintage forum and am happy
to share with Bernard at AVANZ. Please take a few minutes to write
and forward material to me at barrierussell@xtra.co.nz for MFW &
likewise to Bernard at scott.scott@xtra.co.nz for the AVANZ.
THE END !

Flying season is well underway now, and we’ve just had the “best
weather ever Nats” that I can remember in many years of Nationals.

intro days at other venues next summer, if you would like to see one run
at your local club, get in touch with the SIG.

Prior to xmas we ran a couple of successful “Aerobatics Intro Days” at
TECT Park near Tauranga and Highbrook in Auckland. A good turn out
each time, at each session the day was spent teaching keen club guys
how to ﬂy the Clubman sequence, plus a look at the Basic IMAC
sequence, and also covering oﬀ some model setup and trimming. Both
times a 50cc Extra was put on the buddy lead, and probably 20 people
have had a brief ﬂy of it over the past few months. The usual comments
are, wow it ﬂy’s straight and it’s really soft on the controls …. I wish mine
ﬂew like that. The answer is, yours can too, it its setup right. Too much
elevator throw and rearward cg seems to be the main problem found
with most beginner setups. If you made it to one of these intro days we
hope you gained some knowledge, and are able to get out and practise
some of the manoeuvres with other guys in the club to help motivate
you. Learning to ﬂy the Clubman sequence will improve your overall
ﬂying skills. That rudder stick is not just for taxi’ing with you know. Our
aim is to try and get more newbies coming to events this summer, and
having a go at Clubman Pattern or Basic IMAC. You can ﬂy any type of
model in those entry level classes, and a cheap low wing sport model
will do the job. If you can do a loop and a roll, you are already part way
there. Demo ﬂights for Clubman were done with a 1967 Phil Kraft Kwik
Fli, a cheap model to build and get ﬂying. Take a look on the
nzrcaa.co.nz webpage, under downloads / Clubman are copies of the
sequence, a hints and tips guide on how to ﬂy the manoeuvres, plus
I’ve just posted a “Bogans Handy Guide to Setup and Trimming”, I
wrote it after a few beers in the spa, and it contains some humour. The
document covers oﬀ setup stuﬀ like CG position, rates, expo, side
thrust etc, and more. We will be looking at doing some more Aerobatics

Classic Pattern is gaining some momentum. It was successfully ﬂown
at the Clareville Nats, and we had a number of guys there with actual
Classic models, Magic, Phoenix, UFO, Twister & Kwik Fli. There are a
few guys building classics at the moment. I picked up a Hanno Prettner
1979 “Magic”, via the Tauranga auction, I think I got the bargain of the
day, and what a blast it is to ﬂy. If you’ve got an old style model like this,
dust it oﬀ, and take a look at the Classic sequence. It’s based on an
early 1970’s W/C schedule, centre manoeuvres only. It’s a slight step
up from the Clubman sequence. We recently made a few tweaks to the
sequence so it ﬂows better, and dropped a couple of manoeuvres to
speed it up a little. Check the website for the changes. There is some
international interest in Classic, and soon we will be able to adopt the
FAI rules and schedule.
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We have a growing number of Junior’s regularly attending events
which is encouraging to see. The Australian Masters are on in late
March, and by the sounds of things a full compliment of Kiwi ﬂiers are
going over, including a few juniors too. Best of luck everybody.
A ﬁrst ever Aerobatics contest was held at TECT Park, home of the
Tauranga MAC, in late January. Superb weather, the site worked well,
with a few locals having a ﬁrst go too. Here is a list of coming events,
plus keep an eye on the nzrcaa website for any changes.
Feb 28/Mar 1
Awatoto Hawkes Bay
14 March
TECT Park - Tauranga
25/26 April
Norsewood (Southern Hawkes Bay)
17 May
JR Airsail – Pukekawa . Mercer
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control line
SIG
The 2020 Nats are now a memory and I am told that the format used for
events and prizegiving was very successful and should be repeated
next year. All the documents relating to the AGM are on the SIG pages
of the MFNZ website and I see that the AGM was over within
15minutes. Thanks to Kevin Barnes for standing in for me who
obviously ran a very concise meeting!
The 2021 Nats will again be at Carterton which is great news for all CL
pilots.
The 2020 world championships in Poland will soon be here and I am
sure our representatives will be preparing for them. This year F2B has
Owen Rogers, Daniel Munro and Kevin Barnes; F2C has Glen
Lewis/Robert Bolton, Graeme Christie/Bryce Gibson; and F2D has
Doug Palmer, James Palmer, Jon Spain. Bryce Gibson will also be the
assistant team manager to Kevin Barnes.
One of the reasons we ﬂy CL should be “because it is fun”
Unfortunately, in CL we often focus on the extreme competitive side of
the sport to the detriment of the fun element. The slow combat event
ﬂown in NZ, although slower than F2D, is nowadays ﬂown with lap
times considerably less than the 35 sec for ten laps (with streamer)
class speed limit rule, models are without exception Russian F2D
wings and a pressurised fuel system is the norm, most bouts are ﬂown
aggressively and end in line tangles or mid airs. The severe application
of F2D rules also tends to dampen the fun element. Combat is the
name of the game, so aggressive, fast ﬂying is to be expected,
however it must be intimidating to anyone new to the game.

Combat Lap Times and Speed
Line length (ft)
52.5

60.0

52.2

52.2

Circumference (ft)

329.9

377.0

328.2

328.2

Line length (m)

16.0

18.3

15.9

15.9

Circumference (m)

100.5

114.9

100.0

100.0

Lap time (sec)

3.0

3.4

3.5

2.8

Model speed (mph)

75.0

75.0

63.9

79.9

Model speed (ft/sec)

110.0

110.0

93.8

117.2

Model speed (kph)

120.7

120.7

102.9

128.6

Model speed (m/sec)

33.5

33.5

28.6

35.7

ATA line length
NZ slow combat
line length
Typical NZ slow
combat lap time
NZ slow combat
speed limit, with
streamer
ATA speed limit,
with streamer

Regarding combat model speed, I created this spreadsheet which
shows the speed, lap times and line length relationships. It can be seen
that the NZ speed limit for slow combat is quite moderate when
compared to the USA proposal with both model speed and rotation
time being slower, however If a typical NZ slow combat time is inserted
the situation reverses.
For those thinking of trying Spectra ﬂying lines, an article is being
prepared for inclusion in the website pages describing what to buy and
how to prepare lines. It will hopefully be there when these notes are
published.
Over the new year I was in smoky Sydney and came across the Ku ring- gai model ﬂying club which has a dedicated grass twin circle area
in the local Ag show grounds about 40min from Sydney. What a great
set up! A fenced, nice ﬂat area with trees all round and a dedicated club
house. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be much activity. I visited
twice and saw no ﬂying and the circles didn’t seem to have had much
recent use. The club house had lots of models stacked around the
walls and a plaque proclaimed that it had been extended in 2001. The
dog in the picture is why I was over there (dog and house sitting whilst
the owners were away)

The American combat ﬂyers have recognised this and introduced a
new, entry level combat event speciﬁcally intended to encourage and
allow new pilots to develop proper skills before being exposed to the
experience of full on combat bouts.
Here is the Google link with the AMA reasoning behind the event:
“March 2019 - Air-To-Air Combat Series - Model Aviation”
Another link describing the new event is: https:
“//streamershuttle.blogspot.com/p/air-to-air-75mph-speed-limitcombat.html”
On reading these documents you will see that electric power is
rewarded, together with ﬂying to avoid crashes and line tangles, also
models other than combat wings get extra points One thing that
interests me is the way points are accumulated through the event
rather than two bout life’s and out you go.
Thanks to Gerald for bringing this USA development to my attention. I
have bleated on for many years about the need to get new faces into
CL and it’s great to see the increase in CL ﬂying in the Auckland clubs.
Perhaps this entry level combat could be a way to get these new folks
into combat ﬂying? As I write this, I have just tested two models to put
against Gerald in some demo ATA bouts to be held at the Mercer
meeting in a couple of week’s time. We shall see how they go.

What a great area to ﬂy CL in.
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Robert Wallace

The Nationals this year, were a Success with 5 days
of very ﬂiable weather, a good lot of Social Activity
and some good ﬂying. The crop in the middle of the farm caused some
concern but we managed to work around it as best we could. We are
extremely grateful to the local Farmers mainly the Raynors for the use
of their land which without it we just could not do our hobby in Carterton
that we so enjoy. Safety has become more of a highlight though and
Osh requirements are getting tougher. Every day we wish to ﬂy on the
farm we Must text Andrew or Charlotte Raynor of when we are onsite
and especially when the Last person has left which was done over the
Nationals period and at a recent trial. Bridges must Not be driven over
either. The usual hazards of Bees, electric fences, ﬁre risk, uneven
ground, dehydration and sunburn still exist and need to be managed.
The use of helmets for Aggie seemed to be usefull with most wearing
cycle helmets and no complaints that I am aware of. There were
certain models ﬂying very low in tight circles near a couple of
competitors that made them look necessary plus the use of the
loudhailer to warn several times of the approaching model.
It was disappointing that the World Cup Event for F1A, F1B, F1C was a
ﬂop after especially a lot of personal eﬀort and stress went into making
it happen. It was a great Flying day however and the competitors who
did ﬂy enjoyed the day. Thanks to Lindy Murrell and Roger Morrell and
any others for their help behind the scenes and for Dave Jackson for
running the event.

FREE FLIGHT
TRIALS
Proctor
DATES
Road

2020

March 8th
May 9th
July 18th

2020

Contact: pwsquires@gmail.com
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March 21st

wind/rain date
March 22nd

April 25th

wind/rain date
April 26th

There were 3 remits presented at the Free ﬂight Sig AGM.
Remit 1
To remove the preference for for NZ residents competing for a World
Championships place, 11 for, 1 against, 3 abstained. Carried
Remit 2
To ammend qualifying score for World Champs trials to 840 seconds
for 5 ﬂights, 1 for, 12 against, 1 abstained. Failed.
Remit 3
To include 2 National Championships within the qualifying period, All in
Favour. Carried.
The Nationals program for Free Flight, Control Line, Vintage, Free
Flight Control Line Scale seemed to be good and it is hoped to repeat
the same program for next time so start planning Now!
The North Island Free Flight Champs on 27th, 28th, 29th March will be
a far more relaxed form of the Nationals Championships so make an
eﬀort to attend.

Rayner’s Farm, Carterton
27th - 29th March

Friday 27th March 8.00am to 4.00pm

(Safety briefing 7.45am)
Open Rubber, Open Power, Open Glider 3 x 180 sec

(Note: F1A & F1B models may be ﬂown in Open Glider & Rubber)

Vintage Duration Combined
E36

3 x 180 sec
3 x 120 sec

Kiwi Power
Nostalgia Duration Combined
P30

3 x 120 sec
3 x 180 sec
3 x 120 sec

Combined Catapult / HLG / TLG
Mini Combined (Coupe, 1/2A Power, A/1)
Classic Duration Combined
Vintage Precision

6 x 60 sec
3 x 120 sec
3 x 180 sec
3 x 90 sec

Saturday 28th March 8.00am to 4.00pm

Sunday 29th March 8.00am to 2.00pm

Entry Fee $10 per day
ﬂy as many events as you like!

April 5th
June 13th
Then pause for winter.

CENTRAL AREA
FREE FLIGHT
TRIALS

The Free Flight prizegiving was held with the Vintage SIG prizegiving
and the Control Line SIG prizegiving and it was discussed to repeat
this for the Next National Championships which have already been
announced as back at Carterton in January 2021.

NEW ZEALAND 2020 NORTH ISLAND
FREE FLIGHT CHAMPIONSHIPS

In 2020 we will once again be using the
monthly ﬂying dates at Proctor Rd as team
trials dates for the Northern region. Dates
are generally the second Sunday of the
month, (except April where we ﬁt in before
Easter). The site is managed by Bryce
Gibson who oversees access and
weather, and will send out go/no emails
before each date. The usual site conditions
apply, $10 per car, please wear High Viz
while retrieving and carry a phone. Start
time is typically 0700, until 1200ish. If you
plan to ﬂy the Team Trials you need to
advise me, david.ackery@xtra.co.nz

Dates for 2020

The Free Flight AGM and prizegiving went smoothly with the new SIG
being......
President : Robert Wallace,
Secretary: Dave Jackson,
Treasurer : Kevin Barnes,
Committee : Paul Squires, David Ackery.

For more information contact Paul Squires ph. 021 029 94110 or
pwsquires@gmail.com

wind/rain date
May 24th

May 23rd

wind/rain date
July 5th

July 4th

November 21st

June 6th

October 24th

December 12th

wind/rain date
June 7th

wind/rain date
October 25th

wind/rain date
November 22nd
wind/rain date
December 13th

FLOWN AT
RAYNER'S FARM
GLADSTONE RD
CARTERTON
approx. 0800 start
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NDC

Allan Knox

2020’s NDC season is already underway. The NDC Calendar can be
found at the link on the MFNZ Website NDC page here:
https://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/results.html

Remember, send me pictures and a few words about your NDC ﬂying
or record setting activities and you may feature on this page. Please
email them to allan.j.knox@gmail.com........................

Records:

Congratulations to Andrew Robinson who set a new Control Line
percentage speed record at the Nats.

National Decentralised Championship:

NDC Flying on National Public holidays:
A remit has passed to allow NDC ﬂying on any NZ National Public
holiday in a given month but not regional Public holidays like Provincial
Anniversary days. This is in addition to the normal weekends. The
change is in eﬀect now.
NDC Improvements:
Phil Aldridge is working on even better software us. In a few months
you will be able to see results on screen as they are entered along with
results from other ﬂiers around the country.

NDC RESULTS

NDC participation has been Spectacular in 2019, well done to you all
for making this the strongest year for many years. 779 results were
submitted, up from 539 in 2018, awesome.
All areas recorded an increase but Electric Soaring in particular lead
the way. Electric is so much more accessible then ﬂying oﬀ the winch
and a Radian can be used for any of the classes. Many who started this
way have gone on to higher performance electric models and even got
into other forms of gliding. Long may that continue.
Once again the Marlborough Associated Modellers, organised by Rex
Ashwell, have won the club championship. They have done this ﬂying
only Electric Sailplane events. The secret seems to be to ﬂy every
Electric event and make sure everyone interested turns out. I’m sure
the Blenheim weather and some very good skills helped too. Well done
guys!
Christchurch MAC was second with their solid base of competition
ﬂiers across Free Flight, Vintage and Soaring.
Wellington and Hawkes Bay were actually 3rd equal. The strong
Hawkes Bay Vintage group lead by Barrie Russell and the resurgence
in interest in NDC gliding by the undisputed aces of our hobby, Kevin
Botherway and Joe Wurts, ably assisted by their club mates, really
boosted the scores.

Allan Knox,
12 Halladale Rd, Papakowhai, Porirua, 5014.
recordingofficer@modelflyingnz.org Ph: 021 747 950

October/November & 2019 NDC Top 10

Club Championship:
584
Marlborough Assoc Modellers (Inc)
536
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
483
Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
483
Wellington M A C (Inc)
331.5
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
166
Whangarei Model Aircraft Club (Inc)
127
Feilding Model Flying Circle
65.5
Auckland Free Flight Club
46
Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
25
Ashhurst Model Fliers
Individual Champion Overall:
215 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (Inc)
123.5 Rex Ashwell
Marlborough Associated
Modellers (Inc)
119.5 Garry Morgan Marlborough Associated
Modellers (Inc)
106 Phil Elvy
Marlborough Associated
Modellers (Inc)
98
Dave Jackson Whangarei Model Aircraft
Club (Inc)
89
Barrie Russell Model Flying Hawkes Bay
(Inc)
84
Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay
(Inc)
69
Lynn Rodway
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
68
Dave Griﬃn
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
67
Phil Sparrow
Marlborough Associated
Modellers (Inc)
Free Flight:
92
Dave Jackson
49
45
45

Whangarei Model Aircraft
Club (Inc)
Lynn Rodway
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
Graham Lovejoy Feilding Model Flying Circle
Paul Squires
Feilding Model Flying Circle
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40
39
38
38
36
28

Kay Long
Stewart Morse
Allan Lawrence
Bill Long
John Beresford
Antony Koerbin

Christchurch M A C (Inc)
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
Feilding Model Flying Circle

Vintage:
90
Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (Inc)
80
Barrie Russell Model Flying Hawkes Bay
Inc
52
Brett Robinson Model Flying Hawkes Bay
Inc
37
Stan Nicholas Model Flying Hawkes Bay
Inc
24
Grant Fulton
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
Inc
22
Bryan Treloar
Ashurst Model Fliers
22
Lynn Rodway
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
17
W Summerton Kapiti Aeromodellers Club
(Inc)
15
Derek Barber
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
(Inc)
15
Stew Cox
Wellington M A C (Inc)
Soaring:
123.5 Rex Ashwell

Marlborough Associated
Modellers (INC)
119.5 Garry Morgan Marlborough Associated
Modellers (INC)
106 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
106 Phil Elvy
Marlborough Associated
Modellers (INC)
91
Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay
(Inc)
68
Dave Griﬃn
Christchurch M A C (Inc)

67

Phil Sparrow

62

Andrew Hiscock

62
56

Peter Glassey
Ian Harvey

Control Line:
62 Andrew Robinson
56 Brendan Robinson
52 Rod Brown
35 Rob Wallace
34
30.5
21
19
17
14

Don Robinson
Graeme Christie
Steve Hansen
Alec Fuller
Robert Bolton
Andrew Hanson

Marlborough Associated
Modellers (Inc)
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
(Inc)
Wellington M A C (Inc)
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
(Inc)
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
Auckland Free Flight Club
Auckland Free Flight Club
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
Auckland Free Flight Club

NDC Results for October/November 2019

Free Flight:
Open Tissue
1 Dave Jackson
2 Bill Long

Whangarei MAC (Inc)
Christchurch M A C (Inc)

Hangar Rat
1 Bill Long
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
2 Kay Long
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
3 N Robinson
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
4 Dave Jackson Whangarei M AC (Inc)
5 Allan Lawrence New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
6 Alan Reed
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
7 Steve Blackman New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
8 Jo Fuller
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
9 Ken Agar
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)

579
502
685
647
436
397
269
227
218
216
203
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10 Len Krook
11 Dave Bull
12 Alec Fuller

New Plymouth M A C (Inc) 155
New Plymouth M A C (Inc) 126
New Plymouth M A C (Inc) 99

Indoor Hand Launch Glider
1 Dave Jackson Whangarei MAC (Inc)
60.2
2 Allan Lawrence New Plymouth M A C (Inc) 45.5
3 Steve Blackman New Plymouth M A C (Inc) 44.0

5 Rex Ashwell
6 Allan Knox
7 Keith Elliott
8 Peter Smith
9 Phil Sparrow
10 Phil Elvy

Tip Launch Glider
1 Dave Jackson
2 Stewart Morse
3 Lynn Rodway
4 Roy Gunner

Whangarei MAC (Inc)
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
Christchurch M A C (Inc)

222
127
120
61

A1 Glider
1 Stewart Morse
2 Lynn Rodway
3 Roy Gunner

11
12
13
14
15

Christchurch M A C (Inc)
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
Christchurch M A C (Inc)

127
120
61

16 Barry Hall
17 Trev Faulkner
Modellers (Inc)

Coupe d'Hiver
1 B Weatherall

Christchurch M A C (Inc)

105

Catapult Launched Glider
1 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (Inc)
2 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C (Inc)
3 John Beresford Christchurch M A C (Inc)

263
163
118

Soaring:
F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
1 K. Botherway
Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
1986
2 Myles Moloney Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
1858
3 Kevin Campbell Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
1482
4 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (Inc)
1248
ALES 200 Class M
1 K Botherway
Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
2596
2 Peter France
Christchurch M A C (Inc) 2580
3 Garry Morgan M a r l b o r o u g h A s s o c i a t e d
Modellers (Inc)
2543
4 Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
2417

Phil Pohio
Dave Griﬃn
Trevor Glogau
Ian Harvey
Carl McMillan

Marlborough Associated
Modellers (Inc)
2407
Wellington M A C (Inc)
2386
Wellington M A C (Inc)
2348
Marlborough Associated
Modellers (Inc)
2241
Marlborough Associated
Modellers (Inc)
2227
Marlborough Associated
Modellers (Inc)
2184
Waimak Radio Flyers
2105
Christchurch M A C (Inc) 1937
Wellington M A C (Inc)
1633
Christchurch M A C (Inc) 1526
Marlborough Associated
Modellers (Inc)
1481
Wellington M A C (Inc)
1354
Marlborough Associated
925

Vintage:
Vintage E Rubber Texaco
1 Barrie Russell Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
4226
2 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (Inc)
2030
Vintage 1/2E Texaco
1 Brett Robinson Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
2252
2 Barrie Russell Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
1682
3 Stan Nicholas Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
1420
4 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (Inc)
1139
5 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C (Inc) 875
Control Line:
(apologies for not publishing these in earlier MFW)
FAI Team Race (F2C & F2F combined)
1 G Christie
Auckland Free Flight Club
3-26.09
1 Bryce Gibson Auckland Free Flight Club
3-26.10
2 Glen Lewis
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
3-27.13

Robert Bolton

3

4
5
6
7

New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
3-27.14
A Robinson
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
3-38.34
B Robinson
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
3-38.35
Graeme Christie Auckland Free Flight Club
4-39.78
Rod Brown
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
4-58.36
Robert Bolton New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
5-25.19
Brian Howser Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
6-49.99

Open Goodyear Team Race
1 Rod Brown
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
4-10.49
2 Andrew Hanson Auckland Free Flight Club
5-05.78
3 B Robinson
New Plymouth M A C (INC)
7-13.71
4 Steve Hanson Auckland Free Flight Club
3 Laps
Slow Goodyear Team Race
1 Rod Brown
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
4-03.59
2 A Robinson
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
4-05.67
3 Alec Fuller
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
4-23.87
4 Andrew Hanson Auckland Free Flight Club
4-25.77
5 B Robinson
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
4-26.10
6 Steve Hanson Auckland Free Flight Club
4-33.02
7 Graeme Christie Auckland Free Flight Club
4-41.71
Percentage Speed
1 A Robinson
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
88.9% - 310.9 km/h
2 Don Robinson New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
69.3% - 244.9 km/h
3 B Robinson
New Plymouth M A C (Inc)
68.1% - 240.6 km/h

NDC
NDC Vintage
Vintage ﬂying
ﬂying at
at Levin.
Levin.
LL to
to R:
R: Barry
Barry Hall,
Hall, Bryan
Bryan Treloar,
Treloar,
Allan
Allan Knox,
Knox, Terry
Terry Beaumont
Beaumont and
and
Jonathan
Jonathan Shorer.
Shorer. Modellers
Modellers gather
gather
at
at Levin
Levin for
for Monthly
Monthly NDC
NDC ﬂying.
ﬂying.
Wellington,
Wellington, Kapiti,
Kapiti, Ashhurst
Ashhurst and
and
Levin
Levin are
are represented
represented here.
here. How
How
about
about organising
organising some
some regional
regional
NDC
NDC ﬂying
ﬂying in
in your
your areas?
areas?
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SITUATION VACANT

FOR SALE

March

2020

FOR SALE

March

2020

I H AV E S O M E N I C E V I N TA G E
DIESELS FOR RELUCTANT SALE.
Oﬀers to or more info from Dean
globalfoodsdirect@gmail.com. Also a vintage
dope sprayer and vintage Jetex.

Notice of NZ Team Trials for
next year’s Trans Tasman
and the next F3D/F5D World
Championships in 2021.
Combined F3D/F5D
World
Championships 2021
USA
(exact date and venue to
be conﬁrmed)

F3R/F3T/F3D Trans
Tasman October
2020 Queensland
Australia.
(Exact date and venue
to be conﬁrmed)

NZ Team Trials;
NZ Team trials;
2nd Trail. NZ National 2nd Trial. Airsail MAC
Champs January 2021
Pukekawa 22nd
(exact date and venue
March 2020, rain
TBA)
date 29th March
2020
At present we are looking for expressions of
interest for this World Championship event.
Expressions of interest are to be presented to
the Pylon SIG by the 20th. January 2020.
Contact details;
John Danks,
Ph. 092334014
Email; theteam@airsail.co.nz

WANTED

FOR SALE

why
why

NDC not give
it a go

March 2020
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64. Airsail Model Aviation Club
John Danks
299 Native Road, Pukekawa.
RD1, TUAKAU 2696
09 233 4014
airsailmac@airsail.co.nz
3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207
bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz
79. Ashhurst Model Fliers (Inc)
Robin Wallace
31 La Lena Grove
PALMERSTON NORTH 4410
06 354 0535
natgas@xtra.co.nz

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Alan Walker
PO Box 233
PAIHIA
021 943 651 alanwalkerboi@gmail.com
38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007 desr2727@gmail.com
13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
29 Fisher Place, Lytton West
GISBORNE
06 868 4706 pandrg@xtra.co.nz
14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
88 Croydon Siding Road, No 6 RD
GORE
03 208 9609 or 027 208 9031
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz

48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway,
Kakanui R.D.4
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429
fly.kakanui@gmail.com

15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889 alan48linda47@gmail.com

4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022
09 636 8439
amacsecretary@outlook.com

17. Hawera M.A.C.
Peter Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514
peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz

77. Aucklandsoar (Inc)
Ted Bealing
36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank
AUCKLAND 1072
09 528 3720 ted@pl.net

71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468
Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484
henny.remkes@gmail.com

35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199 mherdz@xtra.co.nz
http:/www.bmac.org.nz
49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Sandra Hall
06 354 5749
sandrahallsmocking@gmail.com
8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Wayne Cartwright
8 Mirbeck Avenue
CAMBRIDGE 3434
07 949 4072 or 022 153 4679
rwcartwright4@gmail.com
82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452 jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz

36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Arjen Visser
PO Box 48180
Blockhouse Bay
AUCKLAND
021 443 298 info@ham.org.nz
40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - Southland
M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556 l-j@xtra.co.nz
19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Ross Pepper
29 Sovereign Boulevard
KAIAPOI 7630
021 244 7668
rdpepper29@gmail.com
www.kmac.nz

2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue
ALEXANDRA
03 448 6919 avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz

96. Kaipara Flats Model Flyers
Mike Andrews
26 Rawhiti Place, Snells Beach
Warkworth
AUCKLAND 0920
09 425 6896 mike@mikeandrews.co.nz

9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
Ian Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041
03 348 8206 harveyi@plantwise.co.nz

95. Kaitaia Flyers
Peter Bieri
517 West Coast Road, RD 1
AWANUI
021 047 6314 bieribeach@gmail.com

10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson,
307 Avonhead Rd, Avonhead,
CHRISTCHURCH 8042.
03 358 4022 jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
021 422 633 paul.buckrell@gmail.com

11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
Tim Apspinall
1 Bayfield Rd, Andersons Bay
DUNEDIN 9013
027 278 1169 kiwikanfli@xtra.co.nz
12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road
Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241 spencejs10@gmail.com
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20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230
09 407 8959 mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz
21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Jonathan Shorer
21 Emma Drive, RD 31
Waikawa Beach Rd LEVIN 5573
06 362 6313
lmacinc@xtra.co.nz

22. Marlborough Associated Modellers Inc
Carl McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716
carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

32. Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Donald Selbie
90 Max Smith Drive
P.O. Box 181
TWIZEL
027 435 5516

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C. Inc
Graeme Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066
mat_wellington@yahoo.co.nz

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317
tierrich@gmail.com
66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Tony Pilmer
49 Catherine Cres
WHITIANGA 3510
07 866 2825
mbac@xtra.co.nz
72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Andreas Gabler
13 Sierra Avenue, Kamo
WHANGAREI 0112
021 242 5099
secretary@modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
www.modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brett Robinson
4/209 McLeod Street, Camberley
HASTINGS 4120
06 876 4605
brettrob@orcon.net.nz
24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Andrew Reeve
22 Brook Street
NELSON 7010
022 671 7200
nmacsecretary@outlook.com
25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Steve Blackman
027 481 2575
shb@xtra.co.nz
91. New Zealand Jet Modellers
Association (Inc.)
Rene Redmond
311 Newbury Line, Rd8
PALMERSTON NORTH 4478
021 245 2729 secretary@nzjma.com
29. NOCLASS M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com
26. North Shore M.A.C. (Inc)
Robert Berger
51A Hibiscus Coast Highway
Silverdale AUCKLAND 0932
021 969 159
nsmac.team@gmail.com
www.nsmac.org.nz
67. Northern Helicopter Modellers Club
Ray McIntosh
PO Box 87
Albany Village
AUCKLAND 0755
021 606 659
nhmcinfo1985@gmail.com
98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics Club
Tony Chadderton-Smith
154 Kohimarama Road, Kohimarama
AUCKLAND
021 027 3379
tony@titanenergy.co.nz
27. Oamaru Power Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alexander Houston
248 Airedale Road
OAMARU 9492
027 327 4499
alexander.w.houston@gmail.com27

87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577
nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz
30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Clive Martis
48 Tennyson Avenue, Kelvin Grove
PALMERSTON NORTH
06 357 8832 or 021 844 323
clive.martis.27@gmail.com
66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260
rsloan@xtra.co.nz
31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers
Club (Inc)
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221
ronw82@outlook.com
54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Peter Harber
9 Gleniti Road
Gleniti
TIMARU 7910
021 140 2643
wardharber@xtra.co.nz
34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Mark Corbett
41 West Harbour Drive, West Harbour
AUCKLAND
mark.corbett@nzdf.mil.nz
42. Rodney Model Aviation Club (Inc)
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906
hayden@aurium.co.nz
37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
Andy Watson
027 485 6553
top.place@xtra.co.nz
80. Rural Flying Corps
Doug Palmer
314 Racecourse Road
AMBERLEY 7482
027 213 9071 or 03 314 8988
84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4 ALBANY 0794
Ph 09 473 4158
Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz
62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
c/-Graeme Dellow
33 Harper Street, Parkside
TIMARU
027 684 5832
gndellow@xtra.co.nz
39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431
graham.rose@langley.co.nz
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94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.f.barker@gmail.com
68. Warkworth Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
11 Guy Road, RD 1
WARKWORTH
021 725 876
somerset11@outlook.com

50. Thames Blackfeet M.A.C.
Ian Palmer
42A/441 Whangaparaoa Road
Stanmore Bay
AUCKLAND 0932
09 428 6994
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz
88. Tuakau Model Aero Club (Inc)
David Squires
17A Shannon Grove
PUKEKOHE 2120
Ph 09 238 5033
dbsq17@gmail.com

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Stuart Goodare
PO Box 128513, Remuera
AUCKLAND
021 799 213
stu.goodare@gmail.com

93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox,
52 Siena Place,
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692
(03) 310 6628

43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730
ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz

52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
Waimate 7924
027 836 0423
gtec1963@gmail.com

44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott
41 Acornia Close
TAURANGA 3112
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz

53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
Masterton 5810
06 370 4693
henderson.ihug@gmail.com

76. The Whangarei Blue Goose Flying
Group
Ken Green
09 435 0989
greensacres@xtra.co.nz

55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club (Inc)
Brent Holt
87C Putiki Drive
Putiki
WANGANUI 4500
027 220 3846
brent.holt@xtra.co.nz

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299
secretary@wmac.org.nz

60.Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333
gramain@xtra.co.nz

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville
WELLINGTON 6037
04 478 9365

61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024
03 338 0462

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962
jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz
70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
John Laker
21 Riverside Place
KATIKATI 3121
07 549 0043
john.laker.clear@gmail.com
58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676
keith.ryman@akzonobel.com
59. Whakatane Model Aircraft Club
Phillip Davies
33 Ohiwi Parade
Ohope Beach
WHAKATANE 3121
021 305 223
daviespj00@yahoo.com

Here’s a list that celebrates folks that have put in the hard yards and attained the necessary skill and knowledge to successfully complete a MFNZ
Wings Qualiﬁcation since the December Model Flying World magazine.
Pilot

Club

Description

Pilot

Club

Kyla Fisher

Tuakau Model Aero Club

Basic Power

Sebastian Popa

Highbrook Aero Modellers (INC) Basic Power

Trent Lochhead

New Plymouth M A C (INC)

Helicopter

Henry Wiraja

North Shore M A C

Basic Power

Michael Gibbons

RNZAF Base Auckland M A C

Multi Rotor

Heinz Hauck

Wellington M A C (INC)

Helicopter

Description

Michael Gibbons

RNZAF Base Auckland M A C

First Person View

Jon Keller

North Shore M A C

Basic Power

Alf Harwood

Tauranga M A C (INC)

Basic Power

Jon Keller

North Shore M A C

Multi Rotor

Matthew Fairey

New Plymouth M A C (INC)

Basic Power

Dave Stevens

North Shore M A C

Basic Power

John Carter

New Plymouth M A C (INC)

Basic Power

Kalinka Rexer-Huber Dunedin M.A.C (INC)

Vaughan Lang

Kaiapoi M A C (INC)

Basic Power

Gary Mercer

Airsail Model Aviation Club

Basic Power

Gary Mercer

Airsail Model Aviation Club

High Speed
Basic Power

Dave Maslin

Dunedin M.A.C (INC)

Tim Aspinall

Dunedin M.A.C (INC)

Glider

Mark Cooper

Dunedin M.A.C (INC)

Basic Power

Brian Holden

Rotorua M A C (INC)

Basic Power

Brian Holden

Rotorua M A C (INC)

Multi Rotor

Myles Moloney

Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc

Glider

Steve Domigan

North Shore M A C

Basic Power

Stephen Robertson

North Shore M A C

Basic Power

Carl Paton

North Shore M A C

Basic Power
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NORTHLAND

AUCKLAND
SLIPSTREAM MODEL
RESTORATION WORKSHOP

R/C Aircraft Specialists

PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI

Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz
Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,
Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!
Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products

AUCKLAND

200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND Bus/AH 09 275 5842
Specialists in plans from all top designs from
around the globe plus others less known
Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage
MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.
Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

Workshop Facilities:
Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats,
Canopy pressing, Latex moulding,
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls,
Radio & Accessories repairs

At RC hobbies, we sell a range of
helicopters, planes, parts, fuel
and accessories.
We are the New Zealand dealer for RJX
and are well stocked with Thunder Tiger,
E Sky, E-flite and more.
We are continually growing our range
and looking for new and exciting products,
so keep checking our website regulary.
We sell premix nitro fuel and ship
nationwide with no extra dangerous
goods charges. We will
also blend to whatever mix you need.

Website: www.rchobbies.co.nz
EmaiI: sales@rchobbies.co.nz

New Zealand Sales Agent for
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems
www.airsailmodels.co.nz

299 Native Road Pukekawa 2696
Auckland
Ph: 09 233 4014
theteam@airsail.co.nz

Suppliers of all Airsail products
Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon
props and many more.

WATTS up hobbies
Electric Flight Specialists
A huge range of
RC products on line

Scorpion - Parkzone - Dubro - Hitec
Solarfilm - Spectrum - MPJET - APC
Aeronaut - Tamiya - Align
Top Models - Multiplex - Depron

slipstream.models.workshop@gmail.com

WAIKATO
FRANKTON MODEL SHOP
Leading Model & Hobby Specialists

Open Saturday morning 9am-2pm.
Extensive range of Kits,
Engines, Radio Control Systems,
Spares and accessories
F U L L B A C K-U P S E RV I C E

NELSON
HOBBY CENTRAL
Top of the South Model Centre
13b McGlashen Ave, Richmond,
Nelson, NZ Tel/Fax 03 544 9111
Stockists of: Hitec, Futaba, JR Radios,
R/C, SC, OS, Super Tigre Engines,
GWS Systems & indoor equipment,
electric flight products & kits and
accessories from around the world

office@richmondvts.co.nz

CHRISTCHURCH
��N��R��N�
RACING
82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH
bigtrev@xtra.co.nz

Contact John for any enquiries

Suppliers to the racing fraternity

s a l e s @ w a t t s u p . c o. n z
www.wattsup.co.nz

Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,
Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR

09 233 4014
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